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River Company of Courn Improvements in Marajo. Porto Alegre has a Regular Passenger Ship Line. Illness - Coorals Finished Breadwater.
PORTUGUESE, per, Porto e Navios, No 116, Apr 1969.
DIA LN 1226-69

Rio Grande do Sul-Ports Will be Transformed into Mixed Economy Societies.
Santo - Studies for the Expansion of the Port, Made de Deus Channel Under the Responsibility of the Port of Rio.
Teber is Inaugurated.
PORTUGUESE, per, Porto e Navios, No 116, Apr 1969.
DIA LN 1226-69

Political

Finnish C: Urged to Fight Imperialism, by Arne Karlmen, 5 pp.
JPRS 48732

JPRS 48572

Youth Working for the Revolution - President Baudouin's Address to the School for Non-commissioned Officers at Hilda.
FRENCH, per, La Defense, No 72, May 1969.
DIA LN 1180-69

CP Calls Moscow Conference Highly Successful, by Leon Foiit, 6 pp.
JPRS 48952

Communist Discusses Problems of.editing Marx, by Emile Bottigelli, 11 pp.
JPRS 48970

Possible PCI Participation in Government Aired, 9 pp.
ITALIAN, per, L'Espresso, Rome, 7 Sept 1969, pp 5-6.
JPRS 48917

JPRS 48917

International Workers Movement Problems Reviewed, by Lucio Colletti, 9 pp.
JPRS 48917

Problems of Communist Movement Discussed, by Paolo Spriano, 6 pp.
ITALIAN, per, Rinascita, Rome, No 37, 19 Sept 1969, pp 7-8.
JPRS 48972

Enter 'Government Area,' Amendola Counsels PCI, by Giorgio Amendola, 6 pp.
JPRS 48852
Western Europe
Political

Work Program of Norwegian Communist Party, 43 pp.
JPRS 46972

Norwegian C.I. States Position on Economic Issues,
5 pp.
SWEDISH, per, Portsmouth, U.S.A., 1-6 Sept 1969,
pp 2-3.
JPRS 46972

Roger Garaudy Interviewed in Yugoslavia, by
Vukosje Balotovic, 3 pp.
SERBO-CROATIAN, per, Kommunist, Belgrade, 4 Sept
JPRS 46970

Swedish C.I. Still Divided on Czechoslovakia, 7 pp.
JPRS 46972

Notes to Twenty-Second CP Congress Discussed,
by Hilding Hapberg, 5 pp.
SWEDISH, per, Forsvarets Forsvarsutredning, 6 Sept
1969, pp 4-5.
JPRS 43012

Leftist Communist Party in Time of Crisis, by
Gosta Kempe, 5 pp.
Svenska, per, Forsvarets Forsvarsutredning, 9 Sept
JPRS 43012

Leftist Youth League Plans Attack on CP, 5 pp.
Svenska, per, Ny Iagt, Stockholm, 11-17 Sept 1969,
p 11.
JPRS 46372

Military

The Main Battle Tank 70.
DUTCH, per, de Militaire Spectator, No 10,
*ACSI 4-74-50

Review - The Northern Anti-Aircraft Defense Weapons
Industry, Across three Decades.
FINNISH, per, Sotilas Aikakaus Lehti, No 7,
1969, pp 63-68.
DIA LN 35-70

Some Aspects of Electronic Warfare.
FINNISH, per, Jottilaisten Tekniikka, Vol 19,
pp 115-130.
DIA LN 35-70

Attend Speed Unions - May Not.
FINNISH, per, Yleisradio Mittelaja, 7 May
DIA LN 37-70

The New Challenge and Our Old Mobilization
System.
NORWEGIAN, per, Forsvarets Bygde, 1969,
pp 71-72.
DIA LN 37-70

Women in the Defense Forces.
NORWEGIAN, per, Forsvarets Bygde, No 139,
May 1969, pp 199-200.
DIA LN 209-70

Some Thoughts on the 1970's Air Defense.
SWEDISH, per, Arrener-Tidskrift, No 26,
1969.
DIA LN 37-70
ARABIC, per, Al-Majahid, Algiers, 10 Aug 1969, pp 3-5.
JPRS 48817

JPRS 48874

Brasilia Economic Development Surveyed, 7 pp.
FRENCH, per, Monde, Dakar, Sept 1969, pp 30, 38, 39, 44.
JPRS 48906

Overall Economic Situation Satisfactory, 5 pp.
JPRS 48860

Budget for Year 1969 Registers Deficit, 5 pp.
JPRS 48866

FRENCH, per, l'Evolution et les Finances des pays Arabes, Beirut, Jun 1969, pp 79-104.
JPRS 48916

Belgian Policy on Aid to Burundi Examined, by Conrad Reuss, 16 pp.
JPRS 48863

Maritime Transportation in Madagascar Discussed, 5 pp.
JPRS 48874

AFRICA
Economy

FRENCH, per, Le Moniteur Africain, Dakar, 7 Aug 1969, p 5.
JPRS 48831

Cameroon Economy Viewed with Optimism, 6 pp.
JPRS 48876

Economic Outlooks Good But Future Toned Marbled, 6 pp.
JPRS 48966

Forty-two Concarneau Tuna Vessels and Six Refrigerated Vessels Participate in the African Tuna Fishery.
FRENCH, per, La Peche Maritime, Vol 48, No 1095, June 1969, pp 419.
JPRS 69-52058

JPRS 69-52060

FRENCH, per, La Presse du Cameroun, Douala, 9-10 Aug 1969, pp 1-3.
JPRS 48866

FRENCH, per, Statute published by Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Kinshasa, 26 Jun 1969, pp 23.
JPRS 48817

Finance Minister Explains Amended Tax Laws, 10 pp.
JPRS 48831

Planning Minister Discusses Country's Economy, by bernabe Kanyaruguru, 7 pp.
JPRS 48931
Smuggling, Tax Evasion, Fraud Examined, by Joel Lacupper, 55 pp.
JPRS 48831

...Leader Addresses New Central Union, by...m-oa x'l,~idaion Adote~ hv ...[omuggln, lrax...nvasion, Fraud...JPRS 48912

...African-West German Cooperation Developing Fast, 5 pp.
JPRS 48931

...Socialism Seen to be Unsuitable to African Setting, by G. Leglise, 17 pp.
JPRS 48917

...Autonomin Youth Group Congress Reported, 5 pp.
JPRS 48966

JPRS 48831

JPRS 48831

JPRS 48912

FRENCH, par, Journal Officiel de la Republique Rwandaise, Kigali, 1 June 1969, pp 117-123.
JPRS 48966

Discussion of Malagasy Governmental Expenses, 7 pp.
JPRS 48912

Correspondent Surveys Situation in Sudan, by...ot'{tw'enain...90...[omuggln, lrax...nvasion, Fraud...JPRS 48912

Reunion Delegate Addresses Rumanian CF Congress, 5 pp.
JPRS 48916

JPRS 48912

Leaders in Portuguese Colonial Revolts Interviewed, by Henri Trosb, 16 pp.
JPRS 48906

A Visit to New PLO President Salim Saleh' Ali, by Heiner Winkler, 6 pp.
JPRS 48973
Visit to Raio-Occupied Area Discussed, by Bruno Criari, 14 pp.
JPRS 48744

Interview with Sector Commander presented, by Bruno Criari, 5 pp.
JPRS 48744

Revolutionary Movement in Portuguese Colonies, by Luigi Pestalozza, 9 pp.
JPRS 48830

Reorganization of Mozambique Liberation Front, 16 pp.
JPRS 48818

RUSSIAN, per, Kommunist, Moscow, No 11, Jul 1969, pp 36-47.
JPRS 48818

Military

Raison D'etre of African Armies Described, by Claude Feuillet, 5 pp.
JPRS 48866

Africa's War -- Revolution,
DIA LN 1110-69
Abu Zabi Plans for Air and Sea Corridor, 5 pp.
ARADIC, np, Al-Akhbar, Cairo, 5 Aug 1969, p 3.
JPRS 48949

Abu Zabi is in Need of Technical Experts, 5 pp.
ARADIC, np, Al-Akhbar, Cairo, 5 Aug 1969, p 3.
JPRS 48949

Egyptian Local Administration Plans Discussed,
by Sirrat Nastaf, 7 pp.
ARADIC, np, Al-Jumhuriyah, Cairo, 6 Aug 1969, p 3.
JPRS 48945

Arab Revolution Seeks Total Confrontation,
by Muhammad Ali, 6 pp.
ARADIC, np, Al-Aktar, Cairo, June 1969, pp 47-51.
JPRS 48872

Various Considerations of Arab Position Seen,
by Lutfi al-Shubul, 5 pp.
ARADIC, np, Al-Tali'ah, Cairo, June 1969, pp 5-8.
JPRS 48872

Leader Expounds Armed Liberation Theory,
by George Habash, 18 pp.
ARADIC, np, Al-Tali'ah, Cairo, June 1969, pp 37-45.
JPRS 48872

Palestinian Resistance Movement Explained,
by Abu Ayyad, 70 pp.
ARADIC, np, Al-Tali'ah, Cairo, June 1969, pp 51-87.
JPRS 48872

Objectives of Land Reform Law Disclosed, 6 pp.
ARADIC, np, Al-Thawrah, Baghdad, 29 Aug 1969, pp 6, 7.
JPRS 48872

Students of Yemen Issue Socialist Decrees,
7 pp.
JPRS 48937

Middle East Tension Attributed to Zionism,
by Husayn Abu al-Higer Sabri, 12 pp.
ARADIC, np, Rose al-Yusuf, Cairo, 12 May 1969, pp 26-33, 60.
JPRS 48937

Western Writers Allegedly Support Palestinian Cause,
by Ibrahim Issat, 6 pp.
ARADIC, np, Rose al-Yusuf, Cairo, 12 May 1969, pp 44-47.
JPRS 48937

Suez Public Security Regulations Announced,
5 pp.
ARADIC, np, Al-Muqattam, Cairo, 10 Aug 1969, pp 1-3.
JPRS 48945

Two Years of Administration over Gaza and Sinai,
13 pp.
JPRS 48999

Labor Supports Decrees for Union Emancipation,
5 pp.
GREEK, np, To Vima, Athens, 15 May 1969, pp 1, 2.
JPRS 48797

Texts of 3 Legislative Decrees on Labor Unions,
22 pp.
JPRS 48930

Anti-Regime Organization Blamed for Bomb Explosions,
8 pp.
GREEK, np, To Vima, Athens, 31 Aug 1969, pp 4-5.
JPRS 48745

Histadrut Stresses Socialist Zionism in Voting Elections,
30 pp.
HEBREW, np, Hayar, Tel Aviv, 3 Aug 1969, pp 6-7.
JPRS 48745
JPRS 48077

JPRS 48233

Rashid Leader Hits Intifadah of Party's Arab Following, by Avi Wilner, 3 pp.
JPRS 48290

Critics See Japan's Occupation Policy as Contradictory, by Yaakov Shavit, 12 pp.
Hebrew, per, "Ha'aratut," Tel Aviv, 15 Aug 1969, pp 4, 5, 6.
JPRS 48291

Iranian Land Reform Achievements Discussed, 9 pp.
JPRS 48324

Fighting Likely to Escalate on the Eastern Front, by Yol Akhras, 6 pp.
Hebrew, per, "Ha'arets," Tel Aviv, 12 Aug 1969, pp 5-7.
JPRS 48399

Dayan Appeals to Officers to Reenlist, 10 pp.
JPRS 48553

Mainland Hard Hit by Adverse Weather, by Kuan Shan-yuan, 10 pp.
JPRS 48911

Map of Mainland China Indicating Progress Made in Flood Control, Irrigation and Land Reclamation Projects, 7 pp.
JPRS 49092

Egyptian Rail Accidents Point Out Deficiencies, by Muhammad Zaydeh, 7 pp.
JPRS 48899

Border Residents Hard Pressed to Display Air of Normalcy, 9 pp.
Arabic, per, "Hadash," Tel Aviv, 19 Aug 1969, pp 6-7, 18-19.
JPRS 48853

Far East

Economic

Transportation and Communications Examined, by Ch'eng Chun-pei, 11 pp.
JPRS 43714

JPRS 48776

Mainland Hard Hit by Adverse Weather, by Kuan Shan-yuan, 10 pp.
JPRS 48911

Map of Mainland China Indicating Progress Made in Flood Control, Irrigation and Land Reclamation Projects, 7 pp.
Chinese, per, "Ta-Kung Pao," Hong Kong, 2 Sept 1969, p 3.
JPRS 49092
Scientific Base of Local Industry Discussed, by Doan Dinh Ho, 18 pp.
JPRS 48971

Monetary Crisis in Capitalist World Discussed, by Kim Ho, 20 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Tao Vien Khan, Hanoi, No 2, Feb 1969, pp 39-47.
JPRS 48946

Political

JPRS 48863

Revolutionary Strife in South Vietnam Described, 6 pp.
JPRS 48863

A "May 7" Cadres' School that Keeps Part of the Trainees in the School and Sends Others to Production Teams, by Hung Ch'i, No 9, 1969.
CHINESE, per, Tao Vien Khan, Hanoi, No 9, 1969.
JPRS 48880

VIETNAMESE, per, Van Lien, Hanoi, 8 Aug 1969, pp 1, 4.
JPRS 48866

---

Organization of Transportation System Promoted, 7 pp.
KOREAN, per, Hakbong Simma, Pyongyang, 18 Jul 1969, p 2.
JPRS 48864

KOREAN, per, Hakbong Simma, Pyongyang, 4 Aug 1969, pp 2-3.
JPRS 48864

Soviet Steamship at Haiphong, 13 Apr 1969.
DIA (L) 147

Lack of organization hampers Growth of Local Economy, by Lo Thanh Kha, 20 pp.
JPRS 48779

JPRS 48779

Western World Monetary Crisis Analyzed, by Lao Viet Loan, 12 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Hoa Tap, Hanoi, No 7, July 1969, pp 77-89.
JPRS 48779

JPRS 48732

Ideological Activities, Aims in DRV Told, by Duong Lap, 30 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Hao Doc va by Thuat Nong Naph, Hanoi, No 21, Jan 1969, pp 16-23.
JPRS 48749

VIETNAMESE, per, Van Lien, Hanoi, 8 Aug 1969, pp 1, 4.
JPRS 48866
Investigate the Struggle Between the Linns in Society,attice Concentration of the Struggle Between the Two Lines.
Survey of China Mainland Press
12 Aug 1969

*T'ai-p'ing "May 7" Cadre School Moves Forward.
7 pp.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 4 Sept 1969.
Survey of China Mainland Press

Nationwide Acclamation Over Publication of "Slogans for the Celebration of the 20th Anniversary of the Founding of the People's Republic of China".
Survey of China Mainland Press
No 4503
25 Sept 1969

Oppose the Small Group Mentality, by Wen Yu-p'ing.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-Pao, 12 Sept 1969.
Survey of China Mainland Press
No 4500
22 Sept 1969

Calumny Against People's Revolutionary War Not Allowed.
Survey of China Mainland Press
No 4502
24 Sept 1969

On the Broad Way of Continuation of Revolution.
Survey of China Mainland Press
No 4509
3 Oct 1969

Taking a Cheerful First Step Along Chairman Mao's Revolutionary Line.
Survey of China Mainland Press
No 4520
2 Oct 1969

Pathet Lao Stronger as Government Weakens,
by Jean-Claude Pomonti, 5 pp.
JPRS 48994

Syngmys Accomplishments Between Congresses,
5 pp.
FRENCH, np,<Realitas Cambodgienses>, Phnom Penh, 1 Aug 1969, pp 5-11.
JPRS 48994

JPRS 48994

Austrian Communist Writer on Conditions in Laos,
by Otto Janacek, 6 pp.
Deutsch, np, Volkstime, Vienna, 23 Aug 1969, p 3;
JPRS 48994

Seuphan strings Interviewed on Lao Revolution,
by Jean-Claude Pomonti, 5 pp.
JPRS 48994

Class Indoctrination for Youth Must Be Intensified,
10 pp.
JPRS 48844

Property Upkeep and the Ideological Revolution,
by Choe Ch'il-nam, 15 pp.
KOREAN, np, Rodong Sinmun, P'yongyang, 1 Aug 1969, pp 2-7.
JPRS 48844

HRP Announces May Day Slogans, 5 pp.
MONGOLIAN, np, Umen, Ulan Bator, 20 Apr 1969, p 1.
JPRS 48995

Deputies Elected to Mongolian People's Great
Rural, 21 pp.
JPRS 48750

MONGOLIAN, np, Umen, Ulan Bator, 5 July 1969, pp 1, 2.
JPRS 48750
Provincial party cited for organizational faults in wartime, by Lang Gia Tiat, 12 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, HOC TAP, Hanoi, No 7, July 1969, pp 33-42.
JPRS 48779

Hanoi to step up ideological training among tribes, by Hong Quoc Han, 7 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, HOC TAP, Hanoi, No 7, July 1969, pp 51-56.
JPRS 48779

VIETNAMESE, per, LOC TAP, Hanoi, No 7, July 1969, pp 57-60.
JPRS 48779

NLRV, provisional Govt recite alleged U.S. violation of Geneva accord, by Huong Nam, 8 pp.
JPRS 48779

Western writers quoted to show righteousness of Vietnamese cause, by Luu Quy Ky, 9 pp.
JPRS 48779

Hanoi, 25th national day, by Nguyen Duc, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, HOC TAP, Hanoi, No 7, July 1969, pp 75-78.
JPRS 48779

VIETNAMESE, per, HOC TAP, Hanoi, No 8, Aug 1969, pp 4-22.
JPRS 48992

Educating people to adapt life under state ownership, by Do Ba, 3 pp.
JPRS 48992

Political education goes along with on-the-job training, by Chi Quang, 5 pp.
JPRS 48992

VIETNAMESE, per, HOC TAP, Hanoi, No 8, Aug 1969, pp 41-70.
JPRS 48992

VIETNAMESE, per, HOC TAP, Hanoi, No 8, Aug 1969, pp 73-76.
JPRS 48992

Hanoi extols Romanian industrial pairs, thanks her friendship, by Le Trung Ha, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, HOC TAP, Hanoi, No 8, Aug 1969, pp 85-90.
JPRS 48992

Our anti-U.S. struggle versus world prestige, by Tran Rue Lieu, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, HADAN GIAI LICH SU, Hanoi, No 122, May 1969, pp 1-5.
JPRS 48830

Role of public security forces emphasized, by Vien Chi, 6 pp.
JPRS 48986

U.S. accused of following fascist example, 9 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, HADAN, Hanoi, 1 Sept 1969, p 4.
JPRS 49014

Editorial reviews Vietnam-Indochina success, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, HADAN, Hanoi, 2 Sept 1969, pp 1, 2.
JPRS 49086
Information Group Five Good in Youth Activities, by Vo Ho, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np., Quan Doi, Hanoi, 22 July 1969, p. 3.
JPRS 48946

Increase in Revolutionary Heroism Urged, 8 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per., Tuyen Huan, Hanoi, No 2, Feb 1969, pp 31-33.
JPRS 48946

Ngoc Tot, Vien Tot Series Popularized, by Pham Minh, 7 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per., Tuyen Huan, Hanoi, No 2, Feb 1969, pp 31-33.
JPRS 48946

Public Recognition Given to Soldiers' Families, by Pham Minh, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per., Tuyen Huan, Hanoi, No 2, Feb 1969, pp 31-33.
JPRS 48946

End of Individualism, Improved Ethics Urged, 12 pp.
JPRS 48948

Revolutionary Life Required for Party Members, by Nguyen Luong Bang, 15 pp.
JPRS 48948

Ho, Duan Define Revolutionary Qualities, Ethics, 10 pp.
JPRS 48948

Masses Motivated to Protect State Property, by Tran Viet, 7 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per., Tuyen Huan, Hanoi, No 3, 1969, pp 34-37, 47.
JPRS 48948

Ideology Aids Labor Organization, Management, by Le Hong, 10 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per., Tuyen Huan, Hanoi, No 3, 1969, pp 37-42.
JPRS 48948

References of the Guerrilla Activities During the Indochina War, 45 pp.
CHINESE, np., pp 4-14.
JPRS 48946

Overcoming Chinese Rail Vietnamese Victories, 66 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np., Quan Doi, Hanoi, 20 July 1969, p. 4.
JPRS 48947

VIETNAMESE, np., Quan Doi, Hanoi, Nov 1969, p. 4.
JPRS 48948

Guerrilla Warfare Increases in South Vietnam, 6 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np., Quan Doi, Hanoi, 22 July 1969, p. 2.
JPRS 48949

Viet Cong Acclaim Victories Against U.S. in Mekong Delta, by Van Thanh, 8 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np., Quan Doi, Hanoi, 4 Aug 1969, p 1, 2.
JPRS 48950

NPP Navy Shows Pride in 14 Years of Accomplishment, by Nguyen Nhat, 5 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np., Quan Doi, Hanoi, 5 Aug 1969, p. 2.
JPRS 48954

VIETNAMESE, per., Tuyen Huan, Hanoi, No 3, 1969, pp 43-47.
JPRS 48958

Marshes on Jordan plateau, by Ch'yi Hsiu, Lang Hsu-ch'ing, 163 pp.
JPRS 48969
Overseas Chinese Normal School Successful, 6 pp.
JPRS 48844

Overseas Chinese Reemphasize Domestic Role, 9 pp.
JPRS 48849

Schools progress But Still Need Improvement, 5 pp.
JPRS 48891

Penetratingly Conduct Education on the Struggles Between the Tow Roads in the Rural Areas.
CHINESE, per, Hung-ch'i, No 9, 1969.
China Mainland Magazines
No 995
22 Sept 1969

Unite, Educate and Transform the Intellectuals in the Revolution in Education.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 8 June 1969.
Current Background
No 993
18 Sept 1969

Question of Revolution in Education Concerning Medical Colleges.
CHINESE, np, Jen-min Jih-pao, 8 July 1969.
Current Background
No 993
18 Sept 1969

Discussion on How to Operate "Hay T" Cairo Schools Well (II).
Survey of China Mainland Press
1 Sept 1969

Plan for Health and Family Planning, in Renjiana
INDONESIAN, encl to TR 2-728-0063-89, 28 Apr 1969
DIA LN 1199-69

JPRS 48779

Higher Education Achievements, Failings Assessed, by Hoang Xuan Tuyen, 5 pp.
JPRS 48779

Greater Efforts Urged in Mass Cultural Development, by Vo Hong Cuong, 9 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Hoc Tap, Hanoi, No 8, Aug 1969, pp 77-84.
JPRS 48852

Some Features of Bahar Society Described, by Le Thi Ngoc Ai, 16 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Huyen Cuu Luc Su, Hanoi, No 122, May 1969, pp 67-74.
JPRS 48850

Reforms Urged for Biology Curricula in Schools, by Dao Van Tien, 10 pp.
JPRS 48871

Results of Hanoi University Research Told, 9 pp.
JPRS 48871

Reading Programs Being Arranged in Hanoi, by Xuan Tan, 7 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Lyvon Haan, Hanoi, No 2, 1969, pp 34-36.
JPRS 48946
Cuban Efforts in Developing the Tuna and Shrimp Fisheries.
JPRS TT 69-52056

Port Revolution.
PORTUGUESE, per, Jornal de Brasil, Suppl Mar 1969.
DIA LN 7G-09

Transportation.
DIA LN 7G-70

Low Interest Rates for Farmers.
DIA LN 7G-09

Unemployment Awaits Chile's Overseas Students, 5 pp.
SPANISH, np, Clarin, Santiago de Chile, 10 Aug 1969, p 27.
JPRS 49794

Andean Economic Integration Discussed, by Jaime Rey de Castro, 8 pp.
JPRS 48923

Future Copper System Analyzed in Figures, 5 pp.
SPANISH, per, El Comercio, Santiago, Chile, 30 July-5 Aug 1969, pp 77, 79.
JPRS 42742

Ten-Year Industrial Development Plan Outlined, by Carlos Sepulveda Vergara, 7 pp.
JPRS 48011

State Contributions to Universities Increase, 5 pp.
SPANISH, np, La Nacion, Santiago, Chile, 1 Aug 1969, p 5.
JPRS 48946

Research Important Part of Fishing Activities, by Horta Cabrera, 7 pp.
SPANISH, per, El Comercio, Santiago, May 1969, pp 10-17.
JPRS 48742

Minister Strauss Announces Anti-Inflation Plan, by Enrique Strauss, 10 pp.
SPANISH, np, La Nacion, Santiago Chile, 29 July 1969, p 5.
JPRS 48742

JPRS 48742

Coastal Area to Benefit from Investment Plan, by Luis Carlos S. Galan, 11 pp.
SPANISH, np, El Tiempo, Bogota, 6 Sept 1969, p 12.
JPRS 48742

Official Interviewed on Housing Shortage, by Gloria Tamayo, 9 pp.
SPANISH, np, El Tiempo, Bogota, 8 Sept 1969,
JPRS 48742

Pedro Maret Discusses Far in Sugar Harvest, 5 pp.
JPRS 48578

Current Latin American Scene Analyzed, by David Fernandez, 10 pp.
ITALIAN, per, L'Espresso Colore, Rome, 14 Sept 1969, pp 5, 6, 9, 10-12, 14.
JPRS 49011

Guerrilla Movements' Tactics Discussed, by Livio Zanotti, 5 pp.
JPRS 49011
Prosidont of Ecuoijdo Reviu-.;TIojsn
Ltwftwin.-,
!Xilo
Discusses
drazilian
Situation,
Offica,
42
pp.
by L.
SPANISI6, per,
El Cfowxicio;
Quito.,
11 'Aurg 1)69,
pp.17;
12 Aug 1969,
p 1-.
JPRS 48816

Background, Text of Bishops' Declaration Given,
5 pp.
PORTUGUES, ep. O Globo, Rio de Janeiro,
JPRS 48978

Uniting a Continent - A Hard Task.
PORTUGUES, per, Vistao, Vol 39, No 2, 31 Jan
1969, pp 114-118.
DIA LI Vofi-69

Bosch Asserts Trujillo Is not Main Threat,
by Juan Bosch, 12 pp.
SPANISH, per, Ahora, Santo Domingo, 28 July and
JPRS 48754

People's Struggle Against Dominican Oligarchy,
by Juan Bosch, 7 pp.
SPANISH, per, Ahora, Santo Domingo, 18 Aug 1969,
pp 17-20.
JPRS 48816

Bourgeois Role Under Popular Dictatorship, by
Juan Bosch, 7 pp.
SPANISH, per, Ahora, Santo Domingo, 22 Sept 1969,
pp 17-19.
JPRS 48978

Some Racila limization Survival Indicated,
by Juan Mi rable, 5 pp.
SPANISH, per, Boheria, Havana, 20 June 1969,
pp 43-49.
JIRS 46745

Integrated Vehicle Transportation in Santiago,
by Javier Rodriguez, 3 pp.
SPANISH, per, Boheria, Havana, 4 July 1969,
JIRS 46755

Revolutionary Left Faces Reorganization,
by rio Martin, 7 pp.
SPANISH, per, Boheria, Caracas, 31 Aug 1969,
pp 34-36.
JIRS 46951

President of Ecuador Reviews Ten Months in
Office, 42 pp.
SPANISH, per, El Censo, Quito, 11 Aug 1969,
JPRS 48816

Presidential TV Press Conferences Criticized,
by rio Martin, 7 pp.
SPANISH, per, Boheria, Caracas, 14 Sept 1969,
pp 26-29.
JPRS 48975

Interior Minister Says Pacification Succeeding,
by Lorreno Fernandez, 7 pp.
SPANISH, per, Boheria, Caracas, 14 Sept 1969,
pp 48-49.
JIRS 48977

Peronist Faction Appraises Political Situation,
14 pp.
SPANISH, per, Cristianismo y Revolution,
Buenos Aires, 1 Aug 1969, pp 1-12.
JPRS 48714

Auxiliary Bishop Oves of Cienfuegos Interviewed,
by Orlando Contreras, 7 pp.
SPANISH, per, Cuba, Havana, Aug 1969, pp 22-25.
JPRS 46914

Alessandri Campaign Spokesman Interviewed,
by Jorge Fi , 2 pp.
SPANISH, per, Ercilla, Santiago, 10-16 Sept
JPRS 45011

Strange Strategy, Background of MIR Related,
by Erica Vexler, 11 pp.
SPANISH, per, Ercilla, Santiago, 10-16 Sept
JPRS 46798

Revolutionary Leader Explains Assaults, 6 pp.
SPANISH, per, Ercilla, Santiago, 10-16 Sept
1969, pp 13-16.
JPRS 46978

Ideological Revolt Among Cuban Intellectuals, 8 pp.
SPANISH, per, Ercilla, Santiago, July 1969,
pp 3-7.
JPRS 46946
JPRS 48816

JPRS 48817

JPRS 48774

Naj Jose Abarantes Closes National CDR Meeting, 7 pp.
JPRS 48820

Young Communists Union Issues Sugar Harvest Plan, 5 pp.
JPRS 48774

Jose Abarantes Closes National CDR Meeting, 7 pp.
JPRS 48820

JPRS 48774

Protesting Parents Occupy High School, 5 pp.
JPRS 48774

Alberto Labor Expresses Views to Journalist, 9 pp.
JPRS 48774

Dorothy Vines Gives Views About Political Situation, 7 pp.
SPANISH, np, Karapa, Montevideo, 1 Sept 1969, p 7.
JPRS 48811

SPANISH, np, Cuba, Havana, 14 Sept 1969, pp 56-64.
JPRS 48774

University Reform Dominated by Extreme Leftists, 7 pp.
JPRS 48816

Student Organization Defended by Leader, by Alexis Adam, 5 pp.
JPRS 48754

Steering Committee of Colombian-Venezuelan Border, by German Carlow, 60 pp.
JPRS 48754

JPRS 49011

Latin America's United Stand on U.S. Interests, 5 pp.
JPRS 49011

Speech by Arismendi on 7 June 1969, by Rosendo Arismendi, 11 pp.
SPANISH, np, El Popular, Montevideo, 1 Aug 1969, pp 14-16.
JPRS 48774
Revolutionary Nationalist Action Outlines Goals, 17 pp.
JPRS 48914

SPANISH, np, Prensa Libre, Cochabamba, 9 Sept 1969, p 3.
JPRS 48928

Interview with Bolivian President Siles, by Jose Luis Alcar de la Riva, 6 pp.
SPANISH, np, Revolución, La paz, 6 Aug 1969, p 16.
JPRS 48934

SPANISH, per, El Pueblo, Guayaquil, 23 Aug 1969 pp 1, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11.
JPRS 48981

Sociology of Revolutionary Parties Analyzed, by Pedro Duno, 5 pp.
SPANISH, np, Punto Final, Santiago, Chile, 12 Aug 1969, pp 22, 23.
JPRS 48985

Youth Sector Leader Describes Role of Radicals, 7 pp.
SPANISH, per, Punto Final, Santiago, Chile, 12 Aug 1969, pp 29-30.
JPRS 48985

SPANISH, per, Punto Final, Santiago, Chile, 26 Aug 1969, pp 8-10.
JPRS 48985

Statement by Movement of the Revolutionary Left, 7 pp.
SPANISH, per, Punto Final, Santiago de Chile, 26 Aug 1969, pp 14-16.
JPRS 48985

SPANISH, per, Punto Final, Santiago de Chile, 26 Aug 1969, pp 16-18.
JPRS 48985

Student Leader Discusses Revolutionary Struggle, by Saul Alarcón, 5 pp.
JPRS 48981

Discussion Marks Latin American Writers Meeting, 9 pp.
JPRS 49011

Leader Describes New Revolutionary Group, 5 pp.
JPRS 49028

Refugee Revolutionary Speaks of Iran Robberies, 5 pp.
SPANISH, per, Punto Final, Santiago, 9 Sept 1969, pp 30-34, 70.
JPRS 49028

Castro Interviewed as He Launches Can Harvest, by Carta O. Soria, 7 pp.
SPANISH, per, Símbolo, Mexico City, 6 Aug 1969, pp 22-24, 70.
JPRS 48794

Interview with Carlos Rafael Rodriguez, by Eduardo Labarca Godiard, 5 pp.
JPRS 48794

Cuban Communist Party Growth Assures Production, by Eduardo Labarca Godiard, 5 pp.
JPRS 48794

JPRS 48816

SPANISH, np, Última Hora, Santiago, Chile, 3 Aug 1969, p 14.
JPRS 46785
Calderon asks reconsideration of law on judiciary, 14 Aug 1969, pp. 16.
JPRS 48810

JPRS 48848

Vieira asks support from workers, farmers, by Gilberto Vieira, 13 Aug 1969, p 9, 10, 12.
SPANISH, [V]oz [proletaria] [Bogota], 28 Aug 1969, pp. 6, 7, 12.
JPRS 48948

JPRS 48973

Geography

SPANISH, Bohemia [La Habana], 30 May 1969, pp 12-20.
JPRS 48828

Sociological

Writers conference discusses social issues, by Juan Ehrmann, 8 pp.
JPRS 49011
NACA TR 7-720

NACA TR 7-435

Infrared and Light Wave Aircraft Homing and Guidance Apparatus, by L. P. Lazarev.
AGZJ-0533

RUSSIAN, bk, Kriticheskiye Rezhlmyi Svedenit'sya i Svalivaniya i Shtopor, 1967.
NACA TR 7-928

AIR/TR/N/23-552-68

Installation for High-Temperature Investigations of Heat-Resistant Aviation Materials and Coatings, by V. V. Pasichnyy, V. S. Demyanov. 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, br, Samoletoostroeniy i Teknika Vozdushnogo Flota, No 10, 1967, pp 77-83.
AIR/TR/N/23-504-68

AIR/TR/N/23-489-68

Aircraft in the Air, by B. A. Arilin. 34 June 1969.
GIA II 187-3
Development in the Field of Aerological Meteorology.


ACS 1-J-7030

Chemistry in Advance Fertilizer Production, G. M. Mahtiyeev, V. S. Filipenko, 5 pp.


The Calculation of the Induced Velocity Field of a Wing, by Klaus Gersohn.

GERMAN, rpt, Jahrhundert Ausfuhrt, pp 173-1-80.

NASA TT F-105959

Six-Month Status of Liming Program Reviewed, by V. Karchurin, 5 pp.

RUSSIAN, per, Ekonomicheskaya Gazeta, Moscow, No 32, Aug 1969, p 17.

JPRS 48813


RUSSIAN, per, Ekonomika i Zhizni, Tashkent, No 7, 1969, pp 70-82.

JPRS 45173

Comunist Role in Improving Farm Output Praised, by V. Karchurin, 5 pp.

RUSSIAN, np, Selskaya Zhizn, Moscow, 4 Sept 1969, p 2.

JPRS 49099

Improvements Called for in Grain Procurement System, by Z. Surinov, 5 pp.

RUSSIAN, np, Selskaya Zhizn, Moscow, 4 Sept 1969, p 2.

JPRS 49262

Six-Month Status of Liming Program Reviewed, by V. Karchurin, 5 pp.

RUSSIAN, per, Ekonomicheskaya Gazeta, Moscow, No 32, Aug 1969, p 17.

JPRS 48813


JPRS 48045

Problems of Accounting on Kazakh Farms Examined, by A. Belkov, 9 pp.


JPRS 45736

Fertilizer Production Plans Described, by T. Kovalt, 7 pp.

RUSSIAN, per, Selskohos-Tekhnicheskaya Gazethestva, Moscow, No 6, 1969, pp 10-11.

JPRS 45929


RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Nauchno-Issled Inst Zhivot Ministerstvo Sel'skogo Khoz UzSSR, 1962, pp 2-11.

JPRS 69-53053

Preliminary Data for Testing Annual Fodder Plants in Samarskoy Collective Nursery, by V. A. Rozov.

RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Nauchno-Issled Inst Zhivot Ministerstvo Sel'skogo Khoz UzSSR, 1962, pp 12-17.

JPRS 69-53053

Maintenance of Microelements - Cobalt, Copper, Iridium, Manganese and Iron - in Certain Fodder Areas of Uzbekistan, by P. Sh. Usilevskaya.


JPRS 69-53053

Study of Fodder Crops, by A. L. Granitov.

RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Nauchno-Issled Inst Zhivot Ministerstvo Sel'skogo Khoz UzSSR, 1962, pp 159-230.

JPRS 69-53053
JPRS 48019

Researchers Recommend Process for Potato Harvest, 8 pp.
JPRS 48828

Bonding Soil with Resins.
HUNGARIAN, per, Muanyag es Gumi, pp 27-28.
*ACS1-5-74401

Entrepreneurial Guidance in Agriculture Urged, by Han Chanyok, 8 pp.
JPRS 46944

Iran Must Manage Timber Resources More Wisely, by Mohammad Taqi Saqafi, 5 pp.
PERSIAN, per, Keyhan, Tehran, 2 June 1969, p 16.
JPRS 48826

POLISH, per, Mechanizacja Rolnictwa, Warsaw, 16-31 Jul 1969, pp 1-5.
JPRS 48988

JPRS 48933

POLISH, per, Wiadomosci Melioracyjne i Lakarskie, Warsaw, No 6, Jun 1969, pp 161-166.
JPRS 48979

Water Conservancy Urged for Agriculture, by Jerzy Kucharski, 5 pp.
POLISH, per, Gwiaś Osposobone, Warsaw, 17 Aug 1969, p 3.
JPRS 48724
Specialization in Farm Machinery Discussed, by A. Zmuda, 5 pp.
JPRS 49008

PORTUGUESE, per, Actualidade Economica, Lisbon, 4 Sept 1969, pp 13-16.
JPRS 48980

Specialization of State Farms Described, 8 pp.
ROMANIAN, per, Prima si Intra-primerele Agricole de Stat, Bucharest, No 5, May 1969, pp 1-3, 5.
JPRS 48734

Role of Credit in Agriculture Examined, by Ion Raumari, 12 pp.
ROMANIAN, per, Finante si Credit, Bucharest, No 6, June 1969, pp 9-18.
JPRS 48852

JPRS 48932

ROMANIAN, per, Probleme Economice, Bucharest, Apr 1969, pp 22-23.
JPRS 48792

Position in International Agriculture Described, 17 pp.
ROMANIAN, per, Studii si Cercetari Economice, Bucharest, No 4, Oct-Dec 1969, pp 149-162.
JPRS 48862

Development of Industrialized Agriculture Cited, by B. Schiopu, 9 pp.
ROMANIAN, per, Viata Economica, Bucharest, 9 Aug 1969, pp 9, 12.
JPRS 48939

JPRS 48996
JPRS 48932

RIATISH, per, Soberia, Havana, 4 July 1969, pp 40-47.
JPRS 48785

Priests Urged Just, Speedy Agrarian Reforms, 6 pp.
RIATISH, per, Cuadernos de Pueblos, Montevideo, June 1969, pp 29-32.
JPRS 48942

JPRS 48948

JPRS 48739

Tan Dao State Farm Reforms Infertile Soil, by Do Tran Quy, 7 pp.
JPRS 48739

JPRS 48739

Capability for Developing Cattle Raising Told, by Tran Van Trinh, 10 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Khoa Hoc va Ky Thuat Nong Hoa, Hanoi, No 79, Jan 1969, pp 47-54.
JPRS 48739

Every Available Hand Used to Salvage Crop, by Tue Quynh, 5 pp.
JPRS 48906

Goal of One Laborer Per Hectare Analyzed, by Luong Dinh Cun, 5 pp.
JPRS 48992

Hanoi Suburbs Increase Vegetable Production, by Tran Van Trieu, 5 pp.
JPRS 48950

One-Laborer-per-Hectare Target is Set, by Dao The Tuan, 6 pp.
JPRS 48950

Rice Production in North Still Beseet with Problems, by Le Van Can, 6 pp.
JPRS 48950

JPRS 48957

New Regulation on Farm Cooperatives Explained, 16 pp.
VIETNAMESE, np, Quan Doi Nhan Dan, Hanoi, 14-18 Aug 1969, p 2.
JPRS 48959

Expansion of Farm Tool Repair Facilities Urged, by Nguyen Ba, 7 pp.
JPRS 48979

How Can Intellectuals Contribute to Forestry?, by Nguyen Tao, 5 pp.
JPRS 48806

Capability for Developing Cattle Raising Told, by Tran Van Trinh, 10 pp.
VIETNAMESE, per, Khoa Hoc va Ky Thuat Nong Hoa, Hanoi, No 79, Jan 1969, pp 47-54.
The Moon, by L. N. Lifshin.
NASA TT F-15, 300

On the Accuracy of the Orbital Elements of Artificial Earth Satellites, by A. S. Bodulina.
ASTP-TC 1783

NASA TT F-302

Density of Solar Neutrons at Various Depths of the Atmosphere in Years of Minimum Solar Activity,
by A. M. Manov, 5 pp.
AX/NT 67-60
CSTI

Dependence of the Diffusion Coefficient of Cosmic Rays on the Spectrum of Interplanetary Magnetic-Field Inhomogeneities and on the Distance from the Sun, by A. Z. Dolginov, I. N. Topygin.
Dept of Navy APL/CR 17-2903

Secular and Irregular Variations in the Gas Evolution Intensity in Comets, by V. G. Ryvace.
RUSSIAN, per. Komety i Meteory, No 14, 1969, pp 3-16.
NASA TT F-122, 273

Vortex Train Diffusion and Turbulence in the K-Zone of the Atmosphere, by A. P. Savrukhin.
RUSSIAN, per. Komety i Meteory, No 14, 1969, pp 11-16.
NASA TT F-122, 279

One of Vortex Train of Intermediate-Type in the Measurement of the Coefficient and the Linear Electron Density, by T. I. Yal'ko.
NASA TT F-122, 279

NASA TT F-122, 279

The Leonid Meteor Shower, by I. G. Astapovich.
NASA TT F-122, 279

NAS/NSA TT F-122, 279

NASA TT F-122, 279

Single-Channel Infrared Photometer, by G. V. Kozlov. 10 pp.
NASA TT F-122, 279

NASA TT F-122, 279

Certain Analytical Results of Observations Obtained from a Transit Inversion of the Khabarad State University Time Service, by V. P. Kishchenko. 9 pp.
NASA TT F-122, 279

Nuclear of Galaxies, by V. A. Ambartsumyan.
NASA TT F-122, 279

The Hot Universe, by Ya. B. Zel'dovich.
NASA TT F-122, 279
The Calculation of the Natural Illumination of a Horizontal Surface, by G. D. Bartosova, Ya. A. Bul'janova.
NLL Ref: 5326.4F (M 7681)

The Dynamics of Radar Echo Development on Certain Marine Climates, by R. A. Andargyana.
NLL Ref: 5324.7-41
AOSI-J-7390
PFS-ON-23-007-70

NLL Ref: 5323.4F (M 7679)

On the Application of the Technique of Objective Analysis to the Control of the Pressure Field, by T. F. Svetlova.
NLL Ref: 5323.4F (M 7687)

On the Problem of the Control of Data on Sunshine Duration and Cloudiness, by V. S. Kapcheneva.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Glav Geofiz Obser, No 236, 1968, pp 42-47.
NLL Ref: 5322.4F (M 7670)

On the Accuracy of Interpolation of Monthly and Seasonal Amounts of Precipitation, by N. V. Gushchina, I. A. Polishchuk.
NLL Ref: 5322.4F (M 7681)

AOSI-J-7897

...errors in the determination of wind velocity and direction due to inaccurate measurements of coordinates, by M. V. Krasner. 29 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy, Tsentral'naia Aerologicheskaya Observatoriya, No 74, 1966, pp 3-22.
AIR/PTD/MT-74-22-69

AIR/PTD/MT-23-005-68

Climate Atlas of Hungary Volume II.
DIA LN 1240-69

GERMANY, per, Zeitschrift fur Meteorologie, Vol 19, No 7-8, 1967, pp 202-211.
AIR/PTD/HT-23-1006-68

The Major Climates of Brazil.
PORTUGUESE, per, Boletin Geográfico, No 105, Mar-Apr 1967, pp 173-190.
DIA LN 1278-69

Climatological Sketch of the East Region of Brazil.
PORTUGUESE, per, Revista Brasileira de Geografia, Jan/Mar 1958.
DIA LN 1136-69

Meteorological Instruments.
POLISH, per, Aids to Navigation, No 8, pp 665-666.
DIA LN 1311-69
RUSSIAN, per, Avtomatika i Telemekhanika, Moscow, No 4, 1969, pp 118-128.
JPRS 48501

RUSSIAN, per, Avtomatika i Telemekhanika, Moscow, No 4, 1969, pp 137-144.
JPRS 48501

RUSSIAN, per, Problemy Kibernetiki, No 19, 1967, pp 141-175.
ARM/FSTC/HT-23-119-69

The Emotional Reaction of the Pupils, by S. Lieben, GERMANY, per, Pflueger Arch Ges Physiol, No 225, 1930, pp 699-704.
HEW NIH 3-1-69

HEW NIH 7-1-69

ARM/FSTC/HT-23-741-68

RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol 162, No 3, 1965.
ARM/FSTC/HT-23-912-69

JPRS 48880


JPRS 48880


AIR/FTD/AN-73-111-68

Materials for Method of Determining Fluorine in Biological Substrates, by G. A. Sereda. RUSSIAN, per, Gig Tr Prof Labol, Vol 12, No 1, 1968, pp 54-57.

HEW NIH 7-35-69


JPRS 48888


JPRS 48888


JPRS 48888


CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLENUM PRESS

Scientists Approach the Sources of Life, by A. Farov, 5 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Izvestiya, Moscow, 17 Jul 1969, p 5.

JPRS 48880


NIL Ref: 58260.47 (8 1968)


HEW NIH 7-33-69

Characteristics of Qualitative Changes of Fish at Thawing, by A. P. Piskarev. RUSSIAN, per, Kholodil'nya Tekhnika, No 7, 1969, pp 34-39.

CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLENUM PRESS


NASA TT 8-501


HEW NIH 7-4-69


CONSULTANTS BUREAU/PLENUM PRESS


NASA TT 8-576
Blood Gas Composition in Patients with Severe Cerebrocranial Injury, by V. V. Lovedev.
RUSSIAN, per, Vop Neyrokhir, Vol 26, No 3, 1962, pp 79-123.
HEN NII
7-33-69

Saturation of the Arterial and Venous Blood Oxygen in Acute Closed Cerebrocranial Trauma (Experimental and Clinical Investigation), by N. B. Leybron.
HEN NII
7-40-69

On a Method of Obtaining Artificial Aneurysms, by K. P. Aikut.
HEN NII
7-3-69

Detection of Minimal Concentration of Influenza Virus in the Droplet Phase of an Aerosol, by S. Ya. Gaydamovich, V. V. Vlodavets.
RUSSIAN, per, Voproy Virusesology, No 1963, pp 349-353.
ACSI-J-7078
ID 220406069

A Hemorrhagic Fever of Monkeys, by E. A. Lapin.
RUSSIAN, per, Vop Virus, Vol 12, No 1, 1967, pp 168-173.
HEN NII
7-2-69

Evaluation of the Prophylactic Activity of the Anti-Influenza Drug Amantidine, by A. A. Smorodintsev, 5 pp.
JPLS 48798

The Effect of Vynkol on Certain "ET of the Microndynamics, by Yu. I. Zakut.
JPLS 48798

RUSSIAN, per, Vop Royoakhir, Vol 7, 1927, pp W1-144.
ACSI/JL/ID 741
COSTI

RUSSIAN, per, Zhrn Mikrobiologii, Epidemiologii I Mikrobiologii, Moscow, Jul 1969, pp 75-82.
JPRS 40810

Specific Differences Between the European and the North Pacific Eleginus (Navaga) and the Systematic Position of Eleginus from Arctic Alaska and Canada, by A. N. Svetovidov.
*COSTI TT 69-59036

Contribution to the Knowledge of Moridae (Pisces, Gadiformes), by A. N. Svetovidov.
*COSTI TT 69-59037

Peculiarities in the Microscopic Structure of the Cerebellum in Eleginus Navaga (Pallas) and Cadus Morhua Marisaelbi Derjurin in Respect to Their Mode of Life, by A. N. Svetovidov.
*COSTI TT 69-59038

Reorientation in the Common Dolphin (Delphinus Delphis), by V. N. Belkovitch, V. I. Borisov, 12 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Zoologicheskiy Zhurnal, Moscow, June 1969, pp 875-894.
JPRS 49790

UKRAINIAN, per, NTU, Uspekhi, Seriya B. Nauki, Kiev, No 3, 1967, pp 746-750.
AKH/ITD/ATP-23-468-68

INTERNATIONAL, per, SbAKH DALROGOZHOVY ZVhV, Vol 30, No 4, 1968, pp 117-121.

PROJECT 48602

International Symposium on Problems of Economic Effectiveness of Veterinary Medicine, by Vl. Stankov, St. Georgieva, 7 pp.

SOMALIAN, per, Ekonomicheskaya Misyul, Sofia, No 5, 1969, pp 103-107.

PROJECT 48802

New Federation of Medical Societies Founded, by T. Fashew. 10 pp.

SOMALIAN, per, SbAwrajepepe Medita, Sofia, No 3, 1969, pp 148-151.

PROJECT 48879


SOMALIAN, per, SbAwrajepepe Medita, Sofia, No 3, 1969, pp 152-153.

PROJECT 48979

Future Tasks in Veterinary Medicine Outlined, 5 pp.

SOMALIAN, per, Veterinarny Meditsina, Sofia, No 8, August 1969, pp 1-3.

PROJECT 48983

Table of Contents for Enzymology Text, by LU Fa-chung, 5 pp.


PROJECT 48982


NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HEALTH EMERGENCY RESPONSE, NASA TT F-12,652

Importance of Polyelectromyographic Examination of Respiratory Muscles in Patients with Miners Silicosis and Pneumoconiosis, by E. Klinkova-Deutschova.


PROJECT 48984

Organized Transfers of Plants as One Form of Control of Pneumoconiosis, by L. Kurskini.

CZECH, per, Prac Lek, Vol 19, No 1, 1967, pp 74-78.

PROJECT 48985

Incidence of Pneumoconiosis in the Bosnian-Slavonic Coal Mines (Rad) and Factors Leading to its Quick Development, by B. Sklesky.


PROJECT 48986

Relationship Between the Type of Workplace and Occupation and the Development of Pneumoconiosis in Coal Miners, by J. Rosmanith.


PROJECT 48987

Effect of Sodium Fluoride on pH of Saliva, by Z. Simanjika.


PROJECT 48988

Influence of Ethyl Alcohol on the Course of Brain Edema After Injuries, by F. Musil.


PROJECT 48989


DANISH, per, Tandlaegebladet, No 64, 1965, pp 845-863.

PROJECT 48990

The Effect of Toothpaste Containing Sodium Monofluorophosphate with Controlled Brushing of the Teeth, by I. J. Moller.

DANISH, per, Tandlaegebladet, No 72, 1968, pp 717-755.

PROJECT 48991


DANISH, per, Ugreskr Laag, No 130, 1968, pp 1117-1120.

PROJECT 48992


PROJECT 48993
DUTCH, per, Folia Med Neerl, No 9, 1966, pp 144-147
HEW XIII
7-15-69

Food Research in Behalf of the Dutch Army and Navy, by E. W. Helleandoorn.
ACSI-J-67-T87

Shrimp Studies and Shrimp Sitting, by R. Roddeve, H. J. de Baer.
NII Ref: 1968.122.000 (1966)

Resistance of Catfish (Ameirus nobilis) to Sudden Temperature Changes, by N. Charlton.
*USDI/BCF TT 69-52079

A Cercus Cyclistica in Tahiti in 1964, by V. Lonrot.
*V1025-514.

FRRENCH, per, C R Acad Sci, No 266, 1969, pp 341-344
HEW XIII
7-8-69

Unconventional Protein Sources, by Michel Conode.
FRRENCH, per, Cooperation Technique, Nos. 56-57, Oct 1969.
*USDI/BCF TT 69-52080

Methodological Trial of Analysis of the Sleep Cycle, by K. Issott.
FRRENCH, per, Thetaphe, Vol 15, No 2, 1969, pp 137-140
HEW XIII
8-4-69

Problems of Jabubashi Hospital Exposed, pp.
*J64 4941

Sleep Intentation in the Rat by Subcutaneous Injections of Ambient Temperature Applied to the Skin of Antiquarium of Neurostimulators and Hypostasis, by G. Streichenberger.
FRRENCH, per, Medicine et pharmacie experiment, Vol 17, 1969, pp 210-220.
*NASA T T-12,663

Study of Changes in Blood Group Antigens in 11 Cases of "Refractory Anemia", by Ch. Salmon.
HEW XIII
8-14-69

Canned Tuna, by A. de Torquat.
*CFSTI TT 69-52059

Shrimp Culture.
*CFSTI TT 69-52061

Shrimp Technology, by H. P. Hansen.
*CFSTI TT 69-52062

Experimental Shrimp Culture Project in Australia,
*CFSTI TT 69-52063

Possibilities in the Development of the Battle Against Tuberculosis in West Africa. Memorandum on the Participation of the OCGE in the Development of the Battle Against Tuberculosis in Black Africa.
DIA IN 1169-69


DIA W 1189-69

Sleep Disorders in Patients Presenting Confusion and Dementia Syndromes, by G. C. Lairy.


HEW NIH 7-26-69

Telemetric Electroencephalographic Recordings from Epileptic Subjects while at work, by E. Vidart, S. Coler.


Dept of Navy ARL JHU T-2497

Proton Fish in Hamburg.


*URS/UCF WT 69-52075


HEW NIH 7-37-69


HEW NIH 7-17-69

Biological Foundation for Preserved Connective Tissue Homografts; Clinical Use of Preserved Tendon Grafts in the Surgery on the Hand, by K. E. Seiffert, 144 pp.


NASA 1777/77

The Effect of Light on Workmen, by G. H. Herbst.

SSCN, per, Elektrizitat, No 11, 1968, pp 250-257.

HEW 7-20-69
The Fluorine Content of Plant, Animal and Other Substances From Areas with and Without Fluorine Emission, Report II. The Fluorine Content of Human Foodstuffs and of Beverages From Areas Without Fluorine Emissions, by W. Oelschlager.


HEW NIH 7-29-69

Motor Functions of the Mesencephalic Tectum and Tegmentum, by W. R. Hess.


HEW NIH 7-12-69

Artificial Fluoridation of the Water at Aigle: Recorded Results, by A. Held.

GERMAN, per, Schweiz Mschr Zahnheilk, No 77, 1967, pp 478-491.

HEW NIH 7-24-69

Development of Fluoridation of Drinking Water in Europe, by H. Lingelbach.


HEW NIH 7-36-69

Primary Literature in the Field of Radiation Protection, by H. Schoel.

GERMAN, rpt, S9S-17/68

NEC ORNL

Neutron Probe in Connection With the Radiometer W/0-05 for Radiation Protection Measurements, by J. Stouer.

GERMAN, rpt, S9S-18/68

NEC ORNL


GERMAN, rpt, S9S-20/68, Dec 1968.

NEC/ONRL-TR-2151-69

Skull-Brain Trauma and Alcoholism, by E. Amann.


HEW NIH 7-22-69

Social-Medical Aspects of the Fluoridation of Drinking Water, by M. Guthertz.


HEW NIH 7-19-69

Dental Health Service in Socialistic Countries: Shown on the Example of Czechoslovakia, by P. Hippchen.


HEW NIH 7-21-69

Epidemiological Studies on the Relations Between the Fluorine Content of Drinking Water, Dental Fluorosis and Caries Incidence, by W. Kuehel.


HEW NIH 8-2-69

New Therapeutic Possibilities in Dust Diseases, by H. W. Schlipkoeter.

GERMAN, per, ZBL Arbeitsmed, No 16, 1966, pp 221-226.

HEW NIH 7-10-69

Clinical Experiences in the Treatment of Bronchopulmonary and in Particularly Silicosis-Caused Diseases, by R. Volk.


HEW NIH 9-15-69

Is There Sufficient Oxygen Supply in the Brain Tissue Following Severe Brain Trauma?, by R. A. Frowein.


HEW NIH 7-30-69
Metabolism of Water in the Agent, by J. A. Huet.
ITALIAN, per, Giornale di Gerontologia, Vol 12, Aug 1964, pp 245-299.
*NASA TT F-12,666

*ABC/ITA 1743

Data from Ionizing Radiations Associated With Space Flights Carried out With Human Crows. Note I. Notes on Ionizing Radiations in Extraterrestrial Space, by G. Agati.
*ABC 1143

Cuban Physician Interviewed by Crista, by Bruno Crista, 5 pp.

Conformational Transitions and Actions of Drugs, by L. Rossini.
ITALIAN, per, Quad Ric Sci, No 47, 1968, pp 231-254.
*HEW NIH 7-41-69

Research on the Cause of Secondary Disease in Bone Marrow, by T. Kuroyanagi.
HEW NIH 7-11-69

Topical Application Trial in School Children With Acidulated Phosphate Fluoride Solution (Luride Phosphate Topical Solution), by A. Gausen.
NORWEGIAN, per, Norske Tanmlaegforn Tid, No 78, 1969, pp 483-485.
HEW NIH 8-10-69

25 Years of Fishery Research Pertaining to Inland Waters, by B. Dabrowski.
Polish, per, Gosudarka Rybna, Vol 21, no. 7 (217), pp 5-10, 1969.
*USDI/BIF TR 69-50024
The Prevention of Dental Caries with Fluorine, by K. Badzian-Kobosowa.
HEW NIH 7-23-69

Alcoholic Intoxication as a Factor Complicating Acute Traumatic-Cerebral Injury, by L. Imielski.
HEW NIH 7-22-69

Computer, Better Equipment Urged For Medical Field, by Anna Nowak, 9 pp.
POLISH, per, Radioteleskop, Warsaw, 10 Aug 1969, pp 2202-2206.
HEW NIH 7-23-69

Results of the Administration of Fluoride Tablets to 78 Children of San Jose Del Rincon, Santa Fe, Argentina, by Y. Borle.
HEW NIH 7-39-69

Trends in Medical Research Analyzed, by Victor Sahleanu, 9 pp.
ROMANIAN, per, Lupta de Clasa, Bucharest, Apr 1969, pp 38-44.
JPRS 48751

Aims, Prospects of Microbiology Reviewed, by A. Nestorescu, 8 pp.
JPRS 48802

The Dangerous Horns of the Snail.
SERBO-CROATIAN, per, Front, Dec 1968.
DIA US 1099-09

Health: Service Role in War, Disasters Described, by Bozidar Pejuskovic, Borivoj Vrascario, 10 pp.
SERBO-CROATIAN, per, Narodno Zdravlje, Belgrade, No 4-5, 1969, pp 126-129.
JPRS 48820

The Lung Washings. Intra-Bronchial Therapy; Lung Wash, Bronchotherapy, by J. Garcia Vincente. 20 pp.
SPANISH, bk, El Lavado Pulmonar, 1936.
AEC tr 70137
CSFTI

Significant Clinical Reports From Bygone Times in Denmark, by S. A. Gamuelstoft.
HEW NIH 8-6-69

Mongolism, With Particular Reference to its Etiology, by J. Keller.
SWISS, rpt, Buchdruckerei H. Borsigs Erben Ag, 1938, pp 1-23.
HEW NIH 8-6-69

Documents Concerning Medicine and Chemistry.
VIETNAMESE, rpt, Dai Cuong ve Lipid, Chuyen Moi Trat, Chuyen Moi Lipid, Dai Cuong Giai Luong, 1964, 94 pp.
ACSI 5-6934

Rules for Controlling Insects, Disease Outlined, by Nguyen Truong Khoat, 5 pp.
JPRS 48986

Effect of Tetracycline on Protein and Nucleic Acids Synthesis in Escherichia Coli.
RUSSIAN, per, Biokhimiya, Vol 34, No 7, 1969, pp 403-408.
ACSI-J-7284
ID 2204007469

RUSSIAN, per, Dok Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol 185, No 5, 1969, pp 856-859.
*NASA TT F-12,659

NRL Rep. 5809.95 (T 6035)


A Study of the Conditions for Obtaining Uniform Drops of Size (1.0-4.0) x 10^{-3}a, by N. I. Virodovna, K. K. Shabalin. RUSSIAN, per, Izv VUZ Khim i Khim Tekhnol, No 4, 1969, pp 657-659. NLL Ref: 30231 (11/9)

Forms of Organization of Chemical Production, by J. P. Serisoff, A. S. Bayn, 14 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Khimicheskaya Promeshchennost, Moscow, No 7, 1969, pp 3-8. JPRS 46897

Production and Application of Cyclic Isomers of Polyisoprene, by V. V. Markov, I. A. Terevkovski. RUSSIAN, per, Lenso Mat i Khim Prim., No 5, 1969, pp 19-23. NLL Ref: 30502 (11/9)


Pulsed Photoexcitation of Photochromic Spiropyranes, by T. A. Shakhverdov. RUSSIAN, per, Teoreticheskaya i Experimental'naya Khimiya, No 3, 1969, pp 421-424. *JRSI-7-7338


Polyamido Acids Obtained on the Basis of the Dianhydride of 1,2,4,5-Neopentane-Tetra-carboxylic Acid and Aromatic Diamines, by Ye. P. Fedorova, Ye. I. Prokhorova.
NATO TT F-12,601

Photolysis of Some Precursors of Isocyclic Acids in the Presence of Polyphosphoric Acid, by Ye. N. Laptinskaya.
NATO TT F-12,601

Study of Infrared Absorption Spectra of Polymers Based on Alphaplanes and Formaldehydes During Their Polymerization and Thermal Degradation, by L. I. Konarova, V. V. Korshak, et al. 6 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhurnal Prikladnoy Spektroskopii, No 4, 1967, pp 511-514.
AIR/FTD/HT-13-24-69

Progress in the Creation of Composite Materials from Oxides and Metals, by P. P. Budnikov.
*NASA TT F-12,654

The Irradiation Effect on Ceramic Materials, by N. S. Kostrikov.
*NASA TT F-12,651

AIR/FTD/HT-23-1104-68

Hydroboration, by C. Chang. 18 pp.
CHINESE, per, Hua Huaeh T'ung Pao, No 12, 1962 pp 6-12.
AIR/FTD/HT-23-996-68

Preparation of Gaseous Mixtures of SO2 with Air in the Concentration Range of 0.1-1000 ppm, by J. Horevaz.
NL Ref: 7-951.97 (CA Trans 203)

NASNL-(NiI(OH)(CO3)OH)-P2O5-H2O System
*ACC-LSL

Crystal Structure of Dicyanomethanide Complex of Manganese and Divalent Copper Having the Formula, Ca(CN)2(Cu-Cu)(Ni-I)3, by K. Iwana Jurco.
*ACC-LSL

Application of Radioactivation Analyses to Radioecological Studies, by A. Tourer, A. Fer.
AEC tr 7041

9PSI

AEC BNFL-Tr-34

The Detection of Gas Leaks by Means of Radioactive Tracers.
2 - Recent Researches into the Detection of Gas Leaks in Underground Wells With the Aid of Na-24 or Another Radio-isotope, by G. Agebao, G. Benincasa.
FRENCH, per, European Atomic Energy Commission - EUR. 4056E
BISI 782-2

The Detection of Gas Leaks by Means of Radioactive Tracers.
FRENCH, per, European Atomic Energy Commission - EUR. 4056E
BISI 782-1

AEC ORNL-Tr-2187-69

Anisotropic D(d,n)Me Reaction Yields in Copper Single Crystals, by H. Fischer.
GERMAN, preprint.
*ACC AER
Characterization of Carbon and Graphite Through Analysis of the (001) Rontgen-Interference, by N. Christu.
*AEC/ORNL-TR-3209

State and Transport Properties of Argon Plasmas, by Klaus Pencari.
GERMAN, per, Chemie-Ing Tech, No 34, 1962, pp 84-87.
*AFCRL

GERMAN, per, Radiochim Acta, No 4, 1965, pp 197-203.
AEC/BNL-7-30-69

AEC/BNL-7-39-69

*AEC ASR4

Metal Amines and Metal Nitrides System Ni-N, by Harry Hahn.
*AEC ORNL

The Kinematics of Chemical Reactions, by A. Ding.
*AFCRL


AEC/ANL/tr 1110

CSTI


ITNLLW, rep, Comitato Nazionale per l'Energia Nucleare (Italy).

AEC tr 1045

CSTI

Chromatography of Peptides, by Y. Yaoi.


*NASA TT F-12,660

In the Intramolecular Rearrangements of Phenylhydroxylamine, by S. Hashimoto.

JAPANESE, per, Kagaku Kenkyu Hokoku, Vol 1, No 3, 1964, pp 118-121.

NLL Rep: y022.49 (17)

Thermal Decomposition of Na₂ClO₃ and Reactions with H₂SO₃, HCl and Organic Compounds, by H. Osada.


*NASA TT F-12,679

Properties of Trioxide Tetroxide Powder Obtained from the Reduction of Sodium Salts, by T. Nakagawa. 15 pp.

JAPANESE, per, Kagaku Zasshi, Vol 67, No 5, 1944, pp 300-305.

NLL tr F-12,822

Measurement of Liquidus Line in Yttrium Oxide - Aluminum Oxide System by T. Naguchi, M. Mizuno.


CISB

J. Sci. Trans 5022D

Correlation between Catalytic Activity of Mixed Metal Alloys and Its Surface Texture and Structure, by J. Nakaguchi.


CISB tr F-12, 4

Earth Sciences & Oceanography

The Influence of Systematic Errors of Natural Stations and of the Secular Motion of the Pole on Results in Determining the Secular Variations of Longitude, by H. V. Delretrum. RUSSIAN, rep.

KAS RT F-12,200

Soviet Miners are Accelerating Production, 7 pp.

RUSSIAN, per, Agitator, Moscow, No 15, 1969, pp 23-25.

JPRS 48926

Discovered Gas and Oil Reserves Described, 5 pp.

RUSSIAN, per, Agitator, Moscow, No 15, 1969, pp 30-31.

JPRS 48926
Interpretation of Ground Water of Typical Landscapes in the Caspian Lowland on Aerial Photographs, by B. V. Vinogradov, V. V. Kuznetsov, 81 pp. RUSSIAN, bk, Akad Nauk SSSR Laboratoriya Aerometodov, Primenenie Aerometodov Dilla Gruntovykh Vod, 1962, pp 34-68. ARM/FSTC/MT-23-530-68

Use of the Properties of the Soil Cover in the Interpretation of Ground Water on Aerial Photographs, by V. V. Kuznetsov, 19 pp. RUSSIAN, bk, Akad Nauk SSSR Laboratoriya Aerometodov, Primenenie Aerometodov Dilla Gruntovykh Vod, 1962, pp 80-89. ARM/FSTC/MT-23-393-68


Vegetative Remains from the Krivoy Rog Pre-Sambian Period, by L. S. Bolosars. RUSSIAN, per, DOK Ak Nauk SSSR, Vol 183, No 1, 1965, pp 190-199. NASA TT F-128-45


Interpretation of Different Types of Tundra From Aerial Photographs and Their Aerovisual Description on the Basis of Frost Jointing, by V. N. Andreyev, 25 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Geograficheskii Sbornik, Vol 7, 1955, pp 103-120. ARM/FSTC/MT-23-316-68

Modernizing the Drilling and Blasting Work at the Zapolyarnyjy Mine, by Ye. A. Grigor'yants, V. S. Levin. RUSSIAN, per, Pamy Zhurnal, No 6, 1963, pp 25-28. JFSTI TT 78-959


Seismic Waves During Exploisions. RUSSIAN, bk, Seismic Survey of Mining Explosions. 1964, Chapter 1.


Oceansological Research in the Atlantic. RUSSIAN, per, Oceanologicheskis Issledovaniya v Atlantike, 1967. DIA IN UU-69


On the Occurrence of Large Nickel Deposits of the Linear Type in a Small Ultrabasite Massif, by P. A. Syoyev, 6 pp. RUSSIAN, per, Razvedka i Okhrana Medr, No 10, pp 3-6, 1964. CFSTI TT 68-50628


Seismic Waves During Explosions. RUSSIAN, bk, Seismic Survey of Mining Explosions. 1964, Chapter 1.
Drift Circulation in the Zone of the Subarctic
Hydrological Front, by V. M. Grizinin. 12 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Geodeznyii Institut,
Dept of Navy NOO Trans 169

Wind Induced and Thermohaline Circulation in
the Ocean with a Finite Depth, by
V. S. Ivanov.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Geodeznyii Institut,
Vol 79, 1979, pp 127-129.
Dept of Navy NOO Trans 169

Vertical Circulation of Water in the North
Tropical and Equatorial Zones of the Pacific
Ocean, by R. R. Helelevich.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Geodeznyii Institut,
Dept of Navy NOO Trans 169

The Hydrodynamical Model of the Kuril-Kamchatka
Trench, by P. V. Usovskiy.
RUSSIAN, per, Trudy Geodeznyii Institut,
Dept of Navy NOO Trans 169

A Stereophotogrammetric Instrument, by
G. V. Lozarev. 3 pp.
AIR/TID/AT-23-202-68

Underground Leaching - A Method for the
Economic Extraction of Uranium from
Low Grade Ores.
RUSSIAN/SPANISH, per, International Atomic
DIA LN 1227-69

Cartographic Representation of Loess Landforms
on Large-Scale Maps, by Jiang Mei-Xin, Yu Jia-Jun.
CHINESE, per, Acta Geodatica et Cartographica Sinica
Tr No 53, July 1969
AIR/AFCRL/69-0313

Brief Introduction to Some Basic Knowledge on
Saline Soils, by Ch'en, Qing-Sheng. 22 pp.
CHINESE, per, Tr LA, No 1, 1966, pp 35-40.
AIR/TID/AT-23-1108-68
JPRS 48911

Iran Oil Deposit in the Sauron Department in Algeria, by Z. Podskalsky.
CZECH, per, Rud., Vol 16, No 9, 1968, pp 309-315
JPRS 7638

Orthophoto Maps and Stereomaps.
Special Machine for Fixing Shallow Slopes.
FRAN~c, per, Tekhnilinnii Akakaslehti, No 11, 1968.
DIA IN 1172-99

Andriamena Chromium-Mining Project Described,
by Henry de Brie, 6 pp.
JPRS 48906

JNPC tr 7042

National Center for Oceanic Exploitation.
Dept of Navy NOO Contract Trans 25

Uranium Resources, Mining Problems Discussed,
6 pp.
JPRS 48906

ACIC-TO-1369

Ground Frost: A Listing and Evaluation of More Recent Literature Dealing with the Effect of Frost on the Soil, by H. L. Jessberger.
*ACST-4-7390
*FSTC-87-21-311-70

Topography and Its History, by K. Breitinger.
ACIC-TO-1390

Geology of Chile, by W. Zent.
GERMAN, FK, Geologie von Chile, 257 pp.
*CSV 49 69.59-930

Comparative Investigations of Mechanical Processes in Earthquake Waves as Indicated on Short- and Long-period Seismographs.
by Bohumir Akahe, 154 pp.
CZECH, per, Vergleichende Untersuchungen aus Aufzeichnungen kurzerperiodischer und langerperiodischer Seismographen, 1969.
*CSVT 49 69.52-73

On the Figure and Gravity Field of the Earth, Part II, by K. Voss.
ACIC-TO-1573

On the Figure and Gravity Field of the Earth, Part III, by K. Voss.
ACIC-TO-1523

ITALIAN, per, Minerali Depositi, Vol 1, 1969, pp 317-333.
JNPC tr 7034

Producing More Coal with Better Technology Urged, by Chon In-ch'ol, 7 pp.
KOREAN, per, Rodong Sinmun, Pyongyang, 2 Aug 1969, p 2.
JPRS 48936

Promotion of Coal Mining Industry Urged, 10 pp.
KOREAN, per, Rodong Sinmun, Pyongyang, 2 Aug 1969, p 1.
JPRS 48936

The Problem of Determining the Accuracy of the Bouguer Anomaly, by A. Grobelny.
ACIC-TO-1532

Dept of Navy Nau Contract Trans 23


Dept of Navy Nau Contract Trans 23

Results, Prospects of Mining Industry Viewed, by Mikhail Anats, 8 pp.


JPRS 47898


RUSSIAN, per, Vyata Economica, Bucharest, 4 Sept 1969, pp 3, 5.

JPRS 47899

Are the Sava and Danube Overflowing - Ten Centimeters to Flood Stage C. SERBO-CROATIAN, per, Borba, March 1969

JL 20-01-69

Geological Aspects.

SPANISH, per, Aspectos Geograficos del Estado Quariao. 1965.

DIA LN 1093-59

Studies of the Nature and Physical Concentration of Transferrable Quantities in Spain.


DIA LN 1427-59

Ecological and Phycoseiological Analysis of the Savannah at Los Biological Station. Climate Changes Produced by River Catchment.

SPANISH, per, Sociedade Venezolana de Ciencias, Nos 113-114.

DIA LN 1959-59


ARC-Tr-7092-69

Self-Adjusting Decoding Automata Examined, by V. I. Zarevny, 6 pp.


JRS 47957

Microcontrol and Diagnosis of Malfunctions in Digital Computers, by A. F. Volkov.

V. A. Yosschenkov, 7 pp.

RUSSIAN, per, Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Moscow, No 4, 1969, pp 750-753.

JRS 47957

Electrophysical Apparatus.


AGST-J-6107

FSTC-HE-23-882-68


ARM/FSTC/ID-23-383-68


ARM/FSTC/HE-23-972-62

Design of a Static Flipflop, Which Retains Information When the Current is Interrupted, by I. A. Kovalev'chuk, 15 pp.


ARM/FSTC/HE-23-372-69


RUSSIAN, per, Kharkov, Institut Gornogo Mashinostroyenia, Avtomatiki i Vychislitel'nye Tsyeniki, Tihor 1 Mismen y Avtomatiki, No 2, 1966, pp 140-143.

ARM/FSTC/HE-23-1115-68
Application of the Methods of Coherent Optics and Holography to the Problem of Antenna Engineering and Data Processing.

RUSSIAN, per, Nauchno-Tekhn Obshchestvo Radio-tekh i Elektronika (Antennaya Tekhnika), No 2, Feb 1969, pp 33-54.

A "Non-destructive Memory" Logic Element that Preserves Information During Power-supply Interruptions, by V. A. Barinov, Yu. B. Mislukhin.

RUSSIAN, per, Prioryt i Sistemy Upravleniya, No 12, Dec, pp 50-57,

Dept of Navy AFR/IMU 2-2311


AIR/PD/HM/23-926-68 Vol 1 of 2


AIR/PD/HM/23-926-68 Vol 2 of 2

Design of Digital Control Systems (Selected Portions), by V. P. Petrov. 96 pp.


AIR/PD/IT/23-109-69


RUSSIAN, per, Radiotehnika, No 3, 1966, pp 77-83.

AIR/FSTC/IT/23-312-69


RUSSIAN, per, Radiotehnika i Elektronika, No 6, 1966, pp 1045-1056.

Dept of Navy AFR Trans 5089(a)


RUSSIAN, per, Radiotehnika i Elektronika, No 6, 1966, pp 1045-1056.

Dept of Navy AFR Trans 5089(a)

A New Station in the Port of Odessa

The Operation of the Underwater Television Outfit "Krab-1".

RUSSIAN, per, Transportnye Sredstva, No 4, 1969.

AIR EN 12-37-69

Automating the Input of Script into Computer, by L. N. Kamal. 5 pp.


AIR/PD/IT/23-119-68


NLL Ref: 8712.4 (5546)


AIR/PD/IT/23-131-69


RUSSIAN, per, Tsifrovaya Vychislitel'naya Tekhnika i Programirovanii, No 2, 1967, pp 56-65.

AIR/PD/IT/23-1340-68


RUSSIAN, per, Vestnik Statistiki, Moscow, No 7, 1969, pp 78-81.

JFRS 46784
A Device for Modulating Audio Frequency Signals, by J. Felix. 7 pp.
AIR/PTD/MT-23-132-66

A Device for Transmitting and Receiving Δ-Modulated Data With Error Correction, by
G. N. Kazyreva. 5 pp.
AIR/PTD/MT-23-237-68

Long Term Optical Memory Device, by K. Drachev.
RUSSIAN, Patent 220,315.
*ACSI-J-7340
*FSTC-IT-23-198-70

Cyclotron-type Millimeter-Band Amplifier,
by I. I. Antakov.
RUSSIAN, Patent 224,713.
*ACSI-J-7361
*FSTC-IT-23-197-70

Electrical Measurement of Mechanical Vibrations,
by Chin-Ch'eng Fang. 10 pp.
AIR/PTD/MT-23-1126-68

Five-Stable-State Trigger and its Application
in Decade Counter, by Shih-Chung Yang. 7 pp.
AIR/PTD/MT-23-1180-67

How to Rig a Single-Transistor Receiver for
Better Sound, by Pao-Pen Fung. 4 pp.
AIR/PTD/MT-23-1012-68

Model YJD-4 Dynamic Resistance Strain Gages.
6 pp.
AIR/PTD/MT-23-678-68

Resistance Strain Plates Electrical Engineering.
5 pp.
AIR/PTD/MT-23-678-68

An AC Sweep Frequency Device, by Pung-Hang Li.
10 pp.
AIR/PTD/MT-23-33-69

Electro-mechanical Pulse Analyzer to Prevent
inadequate Resources, by A. Bilewicz, E. Gallier.
FRENCH, per. Communication et Electrotechnique,
AIR/MT-23-1621-66

On the General Theory of the Link Structures, by
Kilhel Schuissler.
GERMAN, per. Archiv der Elektrischen Ubertragung,
No 2, Aug. 1968, pp 361-367.
*AFRL

Development Tendencys in Metal Electrolysis, by W. Schultz.
O.A. 703

Economic Aspects of Electrochemical and Electrothermal Processes, by W. Haiger.
OEBB
O.A. 1001

The Application of Night-current to Electrolysis,
by W. Schultz.
OEBB
O.A. 1005

The Power Requirement of Electrochemical and
Electrothermal Processes, by K. Wilke.
OEBB
O.A. 920

Future Prospects for Electrochemical Engineering,
by H. Did.
OEBB
O.A. 1000
The List-Processing Technique to Generate a Compiler for the Hask 22 Electronic Computer, by Arpad Dettrich. 13 pp.
AIR/MT/47-238-69

Microwave Switching Circuits, by A. Kraszewski. 240 pp.
AIR/MT/47-238-67

POLSISH, per, Pontary, Automatyka, Kontrola, No 7, 1967, pp 331-333.
AIR/MT/47-238-68
RUSSIA, per, Pravylshenstv Armenii, Yerevan, No. 5, 1969, pp. 35-50.
JPRS 49845

JPRS 49896

JPL/SM-107/135-68

JPL/SM-107/143-68

JPL/SM-107/160-68

Soviet Standards for Thermal Power Stations and District Heating Networks, by V. N. Kuznetsov, 3 D. Militsuk.
JPL/SM-107/155-68

RUSSIA, per, Elektroenergetika Tsentrali Moskow, 1969, pp. 1172.
JPL/SM-107/157-68

JPL/SM-107/158-68
JPL/SM-107/142-68

JPL/SM-107/135-68

JPL/SM-107/137-68

The Effective Electrical Conductivity of a Two-Phase Liquid-Metal Flow, by N. D. Gavrilova, L. D. Dodonov, 7 pp.
JPL/SM-107/153-68

Investigation of Two-Phase Laval Nozzles, by I. P. Aladyev, I. M. Pchelkin, 7 pp.
JPL/SM-107/158-68

Nuclear Power Source Outlook Described, by D. J. Laskin, 7 pp.
JPL/SM-107/128-68

Results Detailed with Electronic Control of a Generator Set at Jenevilliers Power Station, by D. Hesse.
JPL/SM-107/206, pp 206-211, 1968

Operational Experience with Gas Turbines at the Farm Power Station, by A. Branden.


Construction of Thermoelectric Plant Progresses, by Martin B diro, 2 Apr 1969
DEA 49-70

Reactions of the Base of Fats and Various in Automobiles, by M. Baranov, 0. Monosudishis, 11 pp.


The Use of Alkali Hydrocarbon Derivatives as Additives for Lubricating Oils, by T. T. Grabchik, A. A. Vera, and A. A. Varga. 4 pp.


ACKNOWL. no., 1967-116-09


ACKNOWL. no., 1967-141-69


ACKNOWL. no., 7462


ACKNOWL. no., 1967-147-66

Chemico-thermal Processing in New Saline Mixtures on a Carbide Base, by G. Suschevski.


ACKNOWL. no., 1967-122-70
Effect of Thermal Mechanical Treatment on Properties of High-Strength Nickel-Base Steel, by V. S. Andreev.
JPRS 45697

AIR/IND/23-024-68 Vol 1 of 2

AIR/IND/23-024-68 Vol 2 of 2

Improving Organization of Metal Supply Discussed, by A. Chelpanov, 1 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Materialno-Tekhnicheskoye Statistiki, Moscow, No 6, 1/2, pp. 1-12.
JPRS 45697

Corrosion of Silicion and Silicon Alloys.
By V. A. Tatarinov, V. V. Gerasimov, 182 pp.
RUSSIAN, Bk, korroziiya Tsirkonii i ego Alloyov, 1967.
AIR/IND/23-024-68

RUSSIAN, per, Rabochno-Shtampov, No 3, 1968, pp. 11-13.
JPRS 45697

Greater Economy in Use of Metals Proposed, by V. Sots, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Materialno-Tekhnicheskoye Statistiki, Moscow, No 7, Jul 1969, pp. 12-14.
JPRS 45819
RUSSIAN, per, Nefteyazhnik, Moscow, No 7, 1967, pp 3-11.
JPRS 48933

Determination of the Fatigue Limit in the Case of an Asymmetrical Stress Cycle, by P. I. Vashchenko, 10 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Sibirskii Vsesoiuznyi Nauchnodoizdatel'nyi Institut, Sudostroenie i Morskije Sotrudeniya, No 2, 1966, pp 143-149.
AIR/FTD/MT-23-117-68

RUSSIAN, per, Novocherkask, Politekhnicheskii Institut, Avtomobil'nyi i Mashinostroenie, 1966, pp 117-120.
AIR/FTD/MT-23-32-69

AIR/FTD/MT-23-22-69

AIR/FTD/MT-23-277-68

Deformation Resistance and Stability of Deformation Distortions of Ceramic Alloys, by V. V. Orlovyizowa.
RUSSIAN, per, Poroshkovaya Metallurgiya, No 9, 1965, pp 81-89.
AIR/FTD/MT-23-65-66

RUSSIAN, rpt, Primeneenie Prirodnoho Gasa v Chemos Metalurgii, Metallurgiya, 1966, pp 9-19 - 1
BSI 6785 - 1

Use of Natural Gas in OH Furnaces, by Kh. L. Fridman.
BSI 6785-VI

Natural Gas in the Foundry, by N. S. Dukhan.
BSI 6785 - VII

The Use of Natural Gas in Refractory Furnaces, by N. S. Dukhan.
BSI 6785 - VIII

BSI 6785-X

RUSSIAN, bk, Svarka Plavleniym Titana i Yego Splavov, 1967, pp 1-144.
AIR/FTD/MT-23-132-68

Increasing the Wear Resistance of Steel Parts by Surface Hardening, by P. G. Aleksyev. 9 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Stanki i Instrument, No 1, 1968, pp 7-9.
AIR/FTD/MT-23-935-68

The Structural Strength of the Aluminum-Magnesium Alloy AMg-6, by B. M. Mironov, A. A. Karpov. RUSSIAN, per, Sudostroyeniya, No 9, 1967, pp 14-16.
Dept of Navy NIC Trans 2686

RUSSIAN, per, Tekhnologii i Organizatsiya Proizvodstva, Moscow, No 3, 1969, pp 30-83.
JPRS 49026
Use of Preparation AMSR for Fabric Finishing, by R. Z. Dushkin.
RUSSIAN, per, Tekhnologiya i Organizatsiya Preparatsii, Kiev, No 4, 1969, pp 75-77.
JPRS 14597

Phase Formation Accompanying the Interaction of Transition Metals with Carbon in Fine Layers, by A. A. Bobad-Zahribin et al.
JPRS 14582

JPRS 14666

JPRS 14665

JPRS 14666
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JPRS 48898

Lowering the Cost of Repairs on a Scooping Unit.
RUSSIAN, per, Rechnoy Transport, Sept 1967, pp 31-32.
DIA LN 242-70

River Fleet Navigation Continues to Lag, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Rechnoy Transport, Moscow, No 7, 1969, pp 1-2.
JPRS 4822

Large-scale Transshipment Operations at Sea, by l. I. Roznov
*Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Dept of Interior
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
Office of Foreign Fisheries

Dept of Interior
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Office of Foreign Fisheries

Dept of Interior
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Office of Foreign Fisheries

Dept of Interior
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Office of Foreign Fisheries
The Vortex Theory of a Lifting Surface, by N. N. Polyakov.
*Dept of Navy APL, JHU J-1360

Accuracy for Transport Conveyors.
And the Port Workers are Hurrying.
There are Loads, but no Barges.
RUSSIAN, per, Vodny Transport USSR
DIA IN 1186-69

Problems of Automation in Poland.
RUSSIAN, per, Przeglad, Jan 1969, pp 20-23.
DIA IN 1011-70

RUSSIAN, per, Zhelezodorozhnyy Transport, Moscow, No 7, 1969, pp 3-6.
JPRS 48822

Utility and Drinking Water System in Rustov.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhilishchnoe kommunal'noye khoz. No 10, 1969.
DIA IN 1202-69

Kiev Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
Architectural Elements in Large Panel House Construction
RUSSIAN, per, Zhilishchnoe stroitel'stvo, No 2, 1967.
DIA IN 1203-69

Plant Heating in Large-Panel Buildings.
by A. Tynanskii, N. Strogan, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhilishchnoe stroitel'stvo, Moscow, Jul 1969, pp 14-15.
JPRS 40864

Design of Apartments for Northwestern Siberia,
by V. Stankevskii, 5 pp.
JPRS 48864

Prospects for Developing Available Housing, by
E. Molotilin, 7 pp.
RUSSIAN, per, Zhilishchnoe stroitel'stvo, Moscow, No 3, 1969, pp 5-7.
JPRS 48909

Inertial Spring With Hydraulic Shock Absorber,
*ATL/MD/RT-23-17-69

Hydraulic Transmission, by Shlykov.
RUSSIAN, Patent 209506.
*ACS-J-7341
*FTSC-67-186-70

Tracked Vehicle Suspension, by
V. V. Viznul'yanenko.
RUSSIAN, Patent 2177073.
*ACS-J-7350
*FTSC-67-185-70

Hydraulic Amplifier, by Wagner Lyuminov.
RUSSIAN, Patent 2177073.
*ACS-J-7350
*FTSC-67-185-70

Investigations in the Field of Electrodeposition of Metals.
Table of contents, title pages and article on p. 74-77.
Dept. of Commerce
National Bureau of Standards

Longest European Rivers Locked in Single System,
by V. Kruzyi, 5 pp.
JPRS 48909

Titanium Dioxide Plant Construction Expedited,
by A. Yashchenko, M. Cidelakh, 5 pp.
JPRS 48981

Design Problems of Diesel Engine Joint Connecting Rods,
by Le Po-Chung.
CHINESE, per, Shang Hai Chi Hsueh, No 10, 1962, pp 1-4.
*ACS-J-7450
*FTSC-67-183-70

Mechanization.
CZECH, per, Inzenyrske Stavy, No 6, 1967.
DIA IN 1046-69
The Building of Notable Bridges on the Adriatic Super Highway in Yugoslavia.  
CZCH, per, Ingenyrase Stavy, May 1969, pp 1-40.  
DIA IN 1280-69

Experiences in the Improvement of the Nitras and Tisava Rivers.  
CZCH, per, Vodni Hospodarstvi, No 3, 1968.  
DIA IN 1280-69

Index of Topics from Water Management.  
CZCH, per, Vodni Hospodarstvi, No 11-12, 1969, pp 9-10.  
DIA IN 1281-69

The Fourth and Fifth Europatours, by Jindrich Marek, 6 pp.  
CZCH, per, Vojenska Technika, No 1, 1968, pp 8-9.  
ARV/STC/IT-235-298-69

The Development of a Uniform European Automatic Faulting System and Its Effectiveness.  
CZCH, per, Zeleznici Doprava a Technika, Nov 1968, pp 72-73.  
DIA IN 1321-70

General Repairs Being Carried Out Without Interruption of Traffic.  
CZCH, per, Zeleznici Doprava a Technika, No 7, 1969, pp 128-129.  
DIA IN 1321-70

The Aerial Distribution of the Railroad Net in the Czech Railroad.  
CZCH, per, Zeleznici Doprava a Technika, No 7, 1969.  
DIA IN 1321-70

Underground Rapid Rail System in Munich.  
CZCH, per, Zeleznici Doprava a Technika, No 3, 1969, pp 10-11.  
DIA IN 1280-69

The Four Axle Tank Car.  
CZCH, per, Zeleznici Doprava a Technika, No 4, 1969.  
DIA IN 1280-69

Dredge Works in Durban.  
DUTCH, per, D' Ingenieur, 16 Sept 1966, pp 46-47.  
DIA IN 1281-69

Brazil bridges the Parana River.  
DUTCH, per, De Ingenieur, 16 Sept 1966, DIA IN 46-47

Port Facilities in South Africa.  
DUTCH, per, Nautica, Feb 1968, pp 140-149.  
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Completion of National Highway.  
DUTCH, per, Nautica, Feb 1967, pp 180-189.  
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Execution of Paving and Engineering Works.  
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These VI Cities' Road and Highway Systems.  
DUTCH, per, Nautica, Feb 1969, pp 140-141-50-69.  
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Magnetism. Orientation Superstructures due to Mechanical Deformations. by Louis Michl.  
*ABC ONLY

French Technical Assistance to Fishing Industry, by Roland Noel, 7 pp.  
JPRS 48053

Tuna Catch, 50,000 ton Greatly Surpassed for the First Time, by M. Anger.  
FRENCH, per, France Peche, No 144, June 1969, pp 55-57.  
*CFSTI TT 69-52053

The Sealift System, Designed with the Cooperation of J. J. McNallen Associated, Would Make it Possible for Loaded 350,000-ton Ships to Pass Through the Suez Canal at its Present Depth.  
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Utilization of a Net Sound Probe in the Pelagic Trawling of Shrimp.  
*CFSTI TT 69-52066

A Few Aspects of the Shrimp Fishery Around the World.  
*CFSTI TT 69-52066
Pushers Convoys of from 10,000 to 13,000 tons soon on the Rhine.
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Soviet Auxiliary and Special Ships. Part II. Description of Types of Ships, by Siegfried Breyer.
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Bridge Construction in the Cities of the USSR.
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Research Work at Chemical Combine Fast Improve, by Fritz Lesbol, Inge Raabe, 6 pp.
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Use of Private Motor Vehicles Surveyed, 6 pp.
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Development of the Russian Inland Steamship Navigation.
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Driving Freight Flat into the Soil by Means of Vibrations, by Kptingovitch, Fritz.
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New Methods in Intermodal Freight Shipping and the Directions for Development.
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Welded Structure Steel Bridges at the Railways, HUNGARIAN, per, Vasut, No 4, 1969, pp 1-11. DIA IN 11-12-69

Welded Skulled Workers of the Future Trained, HUNGARIAN, per, Vasut, No 4, 1969, pp 12-15. DIA IN 13-12-69

One Man Car Checks by Radio, HUNGARIAN, per, Vasut, No 4, 1969, pp 16-22. DIA IN 14-12-69


Appraisal of Work on the Meteorological Stations in the Light of Natural Control, POLISH, per, Gazeta Geograficzna, Dla IN 12-84 39

Motorization Tasks in 1969, POLISH, per, Motoryzacja, pg 29-39. DIA IN 193-70

The Motorization Situation in Cities, POLISH, per, Motoryzacja, Feb 1969, pp 32-39. DIA IN 134-70


The Effect of the Hopper-Monitors on the Level of Mechanization, POLISH, per, Przegląd Metodologii Pracy, No 3, 1969, pp 1-5. DIA IN 203-70
Development of Electric Traction on Polish National Railways.  
Joubity Car Yard.  
POLISH, per, Przegląd Kolejowy Mechanizmy, No 3, 1969.  
DIA LN 1J3-49

Utilizing PWT Steam Locomotives Over the Period from 1969-1969.  
POLISH, per, Przegląd Kolejowy Mechanizmy, No 3, 1969.  
DIA LN 1J3-49

New 2T DC Electrical Locomotive.  
DIA LN 1J3-70

Model Directions for Strengthening and Streamlining the Functions of Control System in the Industry of the Polish National Railways.  
POLISH, per, Przegląd Kolejowy Przewozów, Febr 1969, pp 14-23.  
DIA LN 1J3-70

Minister Lewinski Describes Transportation Plans, by Piotr Lewinski, 13 pp.  
JPRS 40936

Assault Bridges Mounted on Tracked Vehicles, by P. Bator.  
POLISH, per, Przegląd Techniczny.  
*ACST-7-452

POLISH, per, Rynki Zagraniczne, Warsaw, 19, 22 Jul 1969, pp 3-4.  
JPRS 48939

The Ship Repair Yard at Swinoujscie.  
POLISH, per, Technika Igospodarka Morska, No 4, 1969, pp 174-176.  
DIA LN 49-70

Influence of the Blade Tip Clearance of an Axial Flow Compressor on its Parameters, by Stefan Szczepanski.  
POLISH, per, Technika Lotnictwa i Astronautyczna, Vol 21, Apr 1969, pp 9-12.  
*MUSA TT F-12,653

International Railway Organizations and Their Regulation.  
Wagon Construction Basics, Dividing Lures Into Kinds and Types Car Markings;  
Computing Devices.  
POLISH, per, Wszyzny Specjalistyczny, Rz, 41, 1967, 794.  
DIA LN 1J3-69

POLISH, per, Wojskowy Przegląd Techniczny, Warsaw, Jan 1969, pp 1-4.  
JPRS 49913

Road Construction Progress, Plans Described, 6 pp.  
JPRS 49980

The "Bukit" Metallic Container Plant, by C. Popescu.  
*ACST-7431

Rolling Stock Repair Activities Outlined, by E. Popovici, 6 pp.  
JPRS 49915

JPRS 48027

Winter Service Relating to New Conditions of Traffic Increase and Road Modernization in the Territory of Zagreb Road Maintenance Department.  
SERBO-CROATIAN, per, Cest. i Mostovi, Feb 1968, pp 72-74.  
DIA LN 5J-70

Construction of the Tomb Road.  
SERBO-CROATIAN, per, Cest. i Mostovi, Mar 1969, pp 29-70.  
DIA LN 2J-70
The Project for Building the Entrance of the Harar and South of Avilina Has been Approved.

SWEISH, per, Kontaktinformations, No 1, Feb 1969, pp 9-10.
DIA IN 52-58

Green Light for French Highways.

SWEISH, per, Kaputurnie, No 148, April 1969.
DIA IN 120-69

Experts Explain Mechanized Tame Cutting System, by Tony Fernandez, 5 pp.
DIA 48948

Anchoring of Roots, by R. Johnson, R. J. Luton.
SWEDISH, per, Byggindustrin, No 86, yr , pp 378-402.
DIA IN 867: (147)

Methods & Equipment

ARM/FSSTC/HT-23-500-68

DIA 48749

RUSSIAN, per, Priobr i Sistemi Upavleniya, No 1, 1968, pp 1-6.
AIR/PID/HT-23-200-69

Photon Geiger Counter with Unlimited Capacity in the 5-14 and 44-66 Angstrom Spectral Region, by L. S. Sorokin.
RUSSIAN, per, Priobr i Tekh Eisperimen, No 6, 1968, pp 174-176.
DIA IN 17-70

Hydroelectric Power Plants on Mura River Planned, by Milan Jancekovic, 6 pp.
DIA 45862

Railroad Track Industry and Modernization of the Yugoslav Trains.
DIA IN 15-21

The Development of the Road Freight Transportation and the Domestic Production of Highway Vehicles.
DIA IN 168-70

First Phase of Largest Cement Plant Completed, by Rafael Sanchez Lalebro, Alberto Pozo, 5 pp.
DIA IN 67935

The Network of Spanish Highways.
SRA.LSB, per, Boletin de la Camara Oficial de Comercio, Industria y Navegacion de Barcelona, No 87, Mar 1969, pp 98-107.
DIA IN 17-70

CHINESE, per, Ch'i Liang Ch'i Shu Yu i Ch'i Chih Tao, Vol 2, No 3, 1964, pp 34-41. AIP/PTDA/14-3-196-68

A Liquid Level Indicator for Cryogenic Gases, by Codar Kessler, 9 pp.
GERMAN, rpt, DESY-81-69/1, May 1969. AEC/ANL-Tr-758-69

Evaluation of Aerosol Filters by the Oil Mist Method, by Fritz Bangert.
GERMAN, per, Staub, Vol 21, No 7, 1961, pp 293-303. Dept of Navy NIC Trans 2898

A New Dust Measuring Apparatus for Evaluating Aerosol Filters, by Fritz Bangert.
GERMAN, per, Staub, Vol 22, No 3, 1962, pp 193-208. Dept of Navy NIC Trans 2899

Tentative Instructions for Testing Filters for Removal of Particulate Matter.

The Laser Gyroscope, by Peter Kahlan.
GERMAN, per, Vemessungs Technische Rundschnau, No 7, 1969, pp 241-256. *AEC-TR-7326
*FRG-TR-23-119-70

Data Consideration of Safety Handling of X-ray Diffraction Apparatus, by Ziko Hoshi.
JAPANESE, per, Honam Butsuri, Vol 2, No 2, 1967, pp 57-65. MAH 2F-23-10

POLISH, per, Rudy Metale Niezelas, Vol 13, 1968, pp 191-195. AEC

RUSSIAN, bk, Operatika Telemechanika-Svyaz, 1968, pp 1-220. AIP/PTDA/22-1313-67

Status of Air-to-Air Guided Missiles, by Hsiang-Hsi, No 7 pp.

Navigation, Communications, Detection & Countermasures

RUSSIAN, per, Aktevtaika-Telemechanika-Svyaz, Moscow, No 5, 1969, pp 18-20. JRS 48969

RUSSIAN, per, Doklady AN SSR, Vol 12, No 6, 1968, pp 503-505. AIP/PTDA/22-1480-68

Determination of the Coordinates of Objects (Distances and Difference of Distance) by Means of Information Contained in the Phase of a Signal, by V. B. Pestyakov.


Communications Through the Soil, by Robert Galilard.
NRO TT 5-14, 301

Preliminary Technical Study of a Direct Telecost Satellite,
NRO TT 5-14, 301

The Inland Navigation Between the Rhine and Oder in 1968.
DIAN 1254-69

The Percentage of Inland Navigation in Relation
to Domestic Transportation as a Whole, Slightly
Diminished Between 1962 and 1967, but was Still
93.38.
STRASBOURG,
DIAN 1270-69

To Be Able to Transmit So As to Command.
DIAN 1260-70

Modernization of the Canalized Oise
Major Growth of River Traffic in 1968
FRANCE, rep. Revue de la Navigation Fluviale European Ports and Industries Amnagement du
Territoire, No 4, 25 Feb 1969
DIAN 1186-69

Communication Service. Complete Automation of
the Telephone Network.
DIAN 1119-69

Telecommunications: The Automation of the Northern
Region Pas-Decais Will be Completed by the
DIAN 74-70

Article Reviews Progress of GDR TV Technology,
by Rudolf Koehler, 9 pp.
JPRS 78153
AEC/ORNL-Tr-158-69

Study of Gamma Radiation between 0.1 and 1.0 MeV in the Earth's Atmosphere, by Daniel Boclet.
AEC/ORNL-Tr-172-77

FRENCH, ppt., Euratom Conference on Irradiation Equipment, Grenoble, France.
AEC/ORNL-Tr-1437-69

FRENCH, per, Radioprotection, No 3, 1968, pp 115-129.
AEC/ORNL-Tr-2144-69

FRENCH, per, Suppl to Bull. d'Inf' A.T.E.N., No 6, Jan-Feb 1967, pp 5-12.
CEA
C.E. Trans 40/73

Certification of Reactor Graphite With Carbon Dioxide and Steam, by K. Hedden, H. Lowe, 24 pp.
AEC/ORNL/Tr 27

Protective Measures Against the Effects of Electromagnetic Pulses.
GERMAN, ppt., Nuclear Explosions on Military Installations 62-12 RMB Gericht, Germany.
DIA IN 1189-69
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Resonance Production in the Reactions, by A. A. Kuznetsov, et al.
RUSSIAN, RPT, JINR-P1-4396, 1969.

Disintegrating of Fast Neutrons from Light Nuclei with Protons of 105 MeV Energy, by V. I. Kuznetsov.
RUSSIAN, preprint, JINR-P1-4397, 1969.

Inelastic Interactions of High-Energy Deuterons with Atomic Nuclei, by V. S. Baranashkov.
RUSSIAN, RPT, JINR-P1-4396, 1969.

Formation and Decay of (\( \nu^+ \nu^- \)) Atoms, by S. M. Bilenkij, Nguyen Van Hieu, 5 pp.
RUSSIAN, preprint, JINR-P2-4438, 1969.

RUSSIAN, RPT, JINR-P-4185.


Determination of Moisture Content of Inter-12 by Infrared Spectroscopy, by V. S. Pavlov, Yu. N. Gusev, et al. 5 pp.

Convective Heat Transfer in Two-Phase and One-Phase Flows, by V. I. Boldyrev, 39 pp.

Experimental Investigation of the Effectiveness of Rapid Plasma Heating Methods, by L. V. Dubovoi, V. P. Fedyaev, 9 pp.


Inelastic Interactions of High-Energy Deuterons with Atomic Nuclei, by V. S. Baranashkov.
RUSSIAN, per, JINR-P1-4396, 1969.


Determination of Moisture Content of Inter-12 by Infrared Spectroscopy, by V. S. Pavlov, Yu. N. Gusev, et al. 5 pp.

Convective Heat Transfer in Two-Phase and One-Phase Flows, by V. I. Boldyrev, 39 pp.

Experimental Investigation of the Effectiveness of Rapid Plasma Heating Methods, by L. V. Dubovoi, V. P. Fedyaev, 9 pp.

RUSSIAN, bk, Opticheskye Skanirovannye Sistemy v Nauke i Tekhnike, 1968, pp 1-96.
FSTC-HTR-23-140-68

Study of a Non-linear Pulsed Photoelectric System of Automatic Tracking, by T. S. Shashkova.
RUSSIAN, per, Optiko-Mekh Prom, No 7, 1968, pp 4-8.
#ACSI-J-7334
FSTC-HTR-23-152-70

FNU/FTR/HT-23-301-68

Possibility of Applying Fiber Optics in Linear Measurements by Television Methods, by V. A. Rabinovich.
RUSSIAN, per, Optiko-Mekh Prom, No 11, 1968, pp 4-7.
ACSI-J-7188
FSTC-HTR-23-008-70

RUSSIAN, bk, Plazmennye Mechanizmy Izlucheniya v Astrofizike, 1968.
Tr No 35, Aug 1969
AIR/PRCN/69-0356

Boundary Layer and Chemical Reactions, by B. V. Alexeyev.
NASS TT P-579

AIR/FTR/HT-23-1291-68

A High-speed Optical Shutter for Forming a Laser Emission Pulse, by V. A. Gribkov.
*Dept. of fiery HRL

RUSSIAN, per, Priroda, Moscow, No 4, 1969, pp 57-61.
JPR-4888

RUSSIAN, per, Samoletostroenie i Tekhnika Vozdushnogo Flota, No 9, 1967, pp 21-22.
FNU/FTR/HT-23-32-66-68

Symposium on Gas Exchange In Highly Contaminated Areas, by V. A. Isakayeva.
#ACSI-J-7054
ID 203430900

RUSSIAN, bk, Siniat i Svycystva Ionoobmennykh Materialov, 1968, pp 129-133.
#ACSI-J-7366
FSTC-HTR-23-141-70

NASS TT P-10, 86

Powerful Gas Inlets, by V. P. Tychinskiy. 52 pp.
FNU/FTR/HT-23-1289-69
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CORRECTIONS

The following corrections should be made in the English translation.

S. N. Černikov, Groups with given properties for systems of infinite subgroups, Vol. 7 (1966), no. 6, 1563–1568.

On page 1567, second line of Theorem 5, direct product should be semidirect product.

B. M. Budak; A. Vin'oli and Ju. L. Gaponenko, On a method of regularizing the extremal problem for a continuous convex functional, Vol. 10 (1969), no. 1, 4–7. In the table of contents and at the head of the article the second author's name should be A. Vignoli.

The following corrections are translated from pages 8 and 374 of Tom 185.

Li Hoang Tu, Approximate minimax property of the $R^2$ test, Vol. 9 (1968), no. 3, 689–690 (Russian Tom 180, 793–794).

On page 690 Equations (2) and (3) should be

\[ O(1/N^k) \leq a \leq 1 - O(1/n M), \]

\[ 1/N \ln N \leq \delta < 1. \]  

The first line of Lemma should be

**Lemma.** As $N \to \infty$ and for $(1/n)N \ln N \leq \delta \leq (12k\ln M)/N$, $2/N \leq C \leq (12k\ln M)/N$ there is a condition.


In Theorems 2 and 3 the assumption should be added that $\mathbb{B}(B) \subset \mathbb{R}(A)$, and correspondingly in the corollaries that $\mathbb{B}(A) \subset \mathbb{R}(A)$.
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EDITOR'S NOTE

With the exception of certain trigonometric and hyperbolic functions, Soviet mathematical symbols are the same as those encountered in the American literature. For the reader's convenience a list of such exceptions and their American equivalents is given below.

Soviet Usage American equivalent
Arch csh^{-1}
Arcth coth^{-1}(cTh^{-1})
Arsh sinh^{-1}
Arsh tanh^{-1}
arc cos cos^{-1}(arc cos)
arc cot cot^{-1}(arc cot)
arc sin sin^{-1}(arc sin)
arc tan tan^{-1}(arc tan)
ch csh
eh cosec cosec
etg cot (ctg)
cth coth (ctnh)
rot curl
sech sech
sh sinh
tg tan
th tanh
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EDITOR'S NOTE

With the exception of certain trigonometric and hyperbolic functions, Soviet mathematical symbols are the same as those encountered in the American literature. For the reader's convenience a list of such exceptions and their American equivalents is given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soviet Usage</th>
<th>American equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arch</td>
<td>cos⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arccosh</td>
<td>cos⁻¹ (arc cos)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsin</td>
<td>sin⁻¹ (arc sin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctan</td>
<td>tan⁻¹ (arc tan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctanh</td>
<td>tanh⁻¹ (arc tanh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cot</td>
<td>cot (ctn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosec</td>
<td>sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sec</td>
<td>sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosh</td>
<td>cosh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinh</td>
<td>sinh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanh</td>
<td>tanh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Defense Technical Information Center  
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Dear Ms. Schoen:

In February of this year, DTIC provided the CIA Declassification Center with a referral list of CIA documents held in the DTIC library. This referral was a follow on to the list of National Intelligence Surveys provided earlier in the year.

We have completed a declassification review of the “Non-NIS” referral list and include the results of that review as Enclosure 1. Of the 220 documents identified in our declassification database, only three are classified. These three are in the Release in Part category and may be released to the public once specified portions of the documents are removed. Sanitization instructions for these documents are included with Enclosure 1.

In addition to the documents addressed in Enclosure 1, 14 other documents were unable to be identified. DTIC then provided the CDC with hard copies of these documents in April 2004 for declassification review. The results of this review are provided as Enclosure 2.

We at CIA greatly appreciate your cooperation in this matter. Should you have any questions concerning this letter and for coordination of any further developments, please contact Donald Black of this office at (703) 613-1415.

Sincerely,

Sergio N. Alcivar  
Chief, CIA Declassification Center,  
Declassification Review and Referral Branch
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